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THf VOLUNTEER fIRE BOYS DF8LACKTON
~,17/lfiE,,.PT/fA/#17%.

''Catch for your lives!" roar ed Foreman Dick over all the crackle, throb and din. Straight and
t r ue he sent that old, friendly rope to the mother at the window. "Make fast!
I'm coming up !" cheered Dick. "If I can live there!" he gritted.
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The Vo1untee11 Fi11e Soys of 131aekton
By ROBERT LENNOX
CHAPTER I.

1 into a social club into which all 0£ 'the young men of the
better-to-do families were now eager ,for admittance.
BOUNCED OUT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
It stamped a young man in Blacldon as being " somebody" soci.ally, i£ only he could show the handsome gold
"Here comes Mayor Sharp," volunteered Matt Rivers, as badge that had been adopted by this exclusive volunteer
a buggy turned the corner and rolled rapidly up the street. fire crew.
"And' he looks mad all the way through," added Hob
As llfayor Sharp, who was "only a business man," faced
Sims.
,
this society young man 0£ Blackton, Fred Mason grew
The crowd 0£ youngsters around the open doorway of : rather haughty, though an amused smile was just visible in
the fire house of Neptune No. 1 drew back rather hastily as his eyes.
the buggy stopped at the curb.
"Mason," began the mayor, sharply, "you- - "
Mayor Jason Sharp. short, pudgy, hut intensely active,
"l\fister Mason, if you will kindly remember the fact,"
came snorting up the short roadway to the fire house.
drawled the young man, in his most impertinent manner.
"vVhere's Mason?" he demanded.
"Mason," retorted the city's head, quickly, "be good
"Er-Mister Mason is here, Mister 1\Iayor, replied enough t o hold your tongue and remember that you aTe
a tall, well-drcssecl and rather aristocratic young man as being addressed hy the chief executive of the city !"
he steP,ped forward.
"I · am listening, sir," replied Mason, more quietly, but
Fred Mason was foreman 0£ the volunteer crew 0£ fire- with a trace 0£ mockery in his voice.
men whd ran with Neptune No. ·1.
"Mason, where were you last night?" demanded the
This engine and crew were stationed in the fiJJ,est resi- mayor, shooting off the question as i£ it were a gun. ·
dence part of the thriving, hustling, busy little city 0£
"Do you consider, Mr . . Mayor, that you have any right
Blackton.
to ask me that question, or th at I am bound to answer it ?P
Mason and some score 0£ his friends, most of them be- queried the young foreman, cooly.
•
longin\ to th e wealthiest and most prominent families 0£
The littl "I.mayor openly gasped at this impudence; while
Blackton, had organized the crew of Neptune No. 1 about the members 0£ Neptune No. 1 openly ranged .up behind
a year before.
their coolly-spoken leader.
They had started the whol e thing more as a, lark, and
"Do I consider-what?" demanded Mayor Sharp.
because most of the members were fond of adventure.
"Yolmg man, let me tell you what I consider. I consiller
From a fun-loVing crowd they had turned N~tune No. that, £or the present, I am the mayor 0£ this town. As such,
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I am particularly responsible for the police and fire departments, and I have full powers. For instance, I can dismiss--"
"0 h, dismiss me, eh ?" sneered Mason. "Bah ! You can
dismiss no.thing ! I'm not obliged to stay in the fire department, and, if it is no longer to be a place for gentlemen--"
"Stop right where you are," interrupted the mayor,
freezingly.
Mr. Sharp drew from a pocket a pad of paper, from
another a fountain pen.
Where he stood, near the doorway, he began to write, repeating the words aloud :
"By virtue of the power invested in me-"
"Humph!" sneered Mason, and winked at the now rather
startled young men behind him.
"--and for good and sufficient reason," went on the
mayor, writing carefully, "I hereby dismiss from the fire
department of Blackton--"
" Jo you don't," shouted Fred Mason, sharply. "You
can't dismiss me. · I withdraw from your old fire department. I'm sick of it!"
From the other members of Neptune One, standing behind Mason came a prompt volley of hand-clapping.
"I her eby dismi ss from the fire department of Blackton," re-read the mayor, "the present foreman, ·Mason, and
every member of the crew of Neptune No. 1."
Without looking up, Mr. Sharp signed this order.
There was no hand-clapping this tiI:iie. Instead, there
was a blank, astonished silence.
Then Will Rupert, one of Mason's closest friends, stepped
forward, eyeing the stout little old man keenly.
"What does this mean, Mr. Mayor?" Rupert demanded
sternly.
He tried to stare Mr. Sharp down, but without su~cess.
"Shall I read .the order again ?" asked the mayor, drily.
"But this is outrageous, sir!" cried Dabnex Platt,
another of the bounced firemen.
"Is it?" asked the mayor, quietly. "Then you can have
l'ecourse to the courts."
•
"But in what light does this high-handed proceeding put
us?" demanded Crim Hollings.
"It puts you in the light of mutineers, I suppose," went
on the mayor, calmly. "That's what you are. You are
members of the volunteer fire department. As such y<>u
are bound to respond to fires. Yet you were all absent
from your posts of duty last night. H askell's store was on
fire. Volley No. 2 responded, and did splendid work. But
where was Neptune No. 1? Its lJ,lernbers off at a dance in
another town! Yet you call yourselves firemen. Do you
understand, you~ men, that, through your neglect of duty,
Haskell's store was burnd to the ground? Th insurance
companies are out about eight thousand dollars. If they
hear of your conduct, the insurance companies may raise
the rate a dollar a thousand, perhaps two dollars? Do· you
imagine that the citizens of Blackton are going to stand for
any such 'JOnduct ?"
·

"Last night was the night of the DeGraw ball, over at
Wheatleigh, Mr. Sharp~ All the members of this fire company, being in the social set, were invited to that ball."
He paused, expecting to see the mayor wince, for that
official had not been even thought of as a guest o·f the
DeGraws.
But Mr. Sharp replied promptly:
"Young men who consider their society duties ahead of
their duties as firemen are of no use to this town."
"But this shall not happen again, Mr. ~Iayor," urgeq
Will Rupert, tr}'ing to make peace.
'~ No; it shall not.._ for none of you shall serve the city
again while I am mayor," replied the little old man, curtly.
" And now, young men, it seems to me that I should not
need to suggest to you that you have no further excuse for
lingering here. 'l'his house belongs to the fire department."
"We will go as soon as we are through with our own little talk," replied Mason, stiffly. ''I trust, Mr. Sharp, that
you will not feel called upon to intrude on the private conversation of gentlemen."
·
"Certainly not," replied the.mayor. "You can have your
private chat any,~here that you please, except in a public
building."
"We have decided to hold our chat here," retorted Mason,
still spealdng stiffly.'
"Yoiu can't," rejoined the lit tle mayor, doggedly. "Leave
this fire department building !"
" We wont! " flashed Fred Mason, defiantly. "You can't
put us out in t his manner."
'
" Can't, eh?"
Mayor Sharp turned crisply on his heel.
As he did so he caught sight of Night Policeman Stearns.
"Stearns," directed the mayor, halting, "co~e here.
These young men no longer belong to the fire department. .
I have disbanded their company. I have also ordered them
to leave this building, and they refose. Give them five
minutes, offi cer, in which to leave. If any are inside the
building after five minutes, arrest them! If any refuse to
be arr~sted, take their names and get out warrants against
them for trespass and resisting a police officer. You understand?"
"Yes, Mr. Mayor."
"Then do yo1.1r duty .as an officer, Stearns, better than
they did theirs as firemen. If you need any assistance, I
shall be within call outside."
As Mr. Stearns left the building, he found himself in
the mids1t of a throng of eager-faced boys, whose ages ranged
anyw)lere from sixteen to eighteen.
"Good evening, boys," greeted the mayor, kindly.
H e liked boys., and was a great favorite with them.
"Good evening, Mr. Mayor!" came the prompt chorus.
Mr. Sharp halted and looked over the little crowd.
"Boys," he said, slowly, " when you grow up I hope that
most of you will feel called upon to take a term in our
volunteer fire department. And I hope that all of you who
do will take a more serious view of your dut1es than was
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taken by the members of the just-rusbanded company, Neptune No. 1."
"We will, Mr. Mayor!"
"Three big cheers for the mayor!"
The ·cheers were given with a will, while ·the fat little
mayor eyed them in surprise.
"Boys," he remarked, with a twinkle in h~ eyes, "if you
were voters, and old enough to hold office, I should feel
certain that you wanted-something!"
'· "We do want something, Mr. Mayor!"
"Aha! Well, what is it, Citizens of To-morrow?"
"Dick! Dick~"
"Dick Gerald!"
"Tell the mayor, Dick!"
"Yes; tell me, please, Dick," begged the mayor, laughfogly, as Dick Gerald, acknowledged leader of the boys of
Blackton. was pushed forward by his eager mates.
Dick was not as tall as many other boys of seventeen.
But, for his age, he was broad-shouldered. He was com.Jactly built, and everyone who had gone against him in
a foot-ball scrimmage! on the common knew that he wa.s
strong.
His hair was of the darkest brown; had it been a shade
or two darker it would have been black.
His ·eyes were a deep, rich blue, like the deep sea on a
clpud~ess day.
·
They were resolute eyes, too, when need be.
But just now they were full of earnestness instead.
For our hero had a' wonderful thing to ask of the may'f ·
Yet, after the first blush of confusion, this boy, the son
if an assistant foreman down at Hampden's Mill, was
~qual to it..
" Mr. Mayor," he began, respectfully, "may I begin my
case by asking a few questions?"
"Why, yes, Dick, if that will help out any," responded
the mayor, good-ht;moredly.
"You go to all the most important fires in FOWn, Mr.
Mayor."
"r°? Of course."
"And you see about all that there is to see at fires?"
"I try to."
"Have you ever noticed how many boys there are,...at all
big Blackton fires?"
"Have I?" smiled the mayor. "Again, of course."
"And those boys are always eager to help, are they not,
Mr. Mayor?" Dick persisted.
"They are," replied the mayor, quickly. "From what
I've seen of the boys of Blackton, I shotild say that they
are born firemen."
"That's the stuff," shouted one mischievous imp at the
rear of the little crowd.
"Hurrah!"
"Three more cheers for tl1e mayor!"
"What does this mean?" demanded Mr. Sharp, perplexedly. "Come, come, Dick, you're the spokesman, so get on
the job."
"Mr. Mayor, you have said that we are born firemen."
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"I'll repeat it, if you wish."
"Mr. Mayor, we want to come into our birthright."
"'What's that?"
"We want to become firemen-at once."
"How ? What? I don't understand, boys."
"Mr. Mayor," Dick Gerald went on, earnestly, "you've
disbanded the N eptunes in earnest, haven't you?"
"So earnestly," replied Mr. Sharp, with emphasis, "that
they'll never be firemen oga:in, as long as I'm mayor of
Blackton."
"That, being the case, Mr. Mayor," put in Dick, boldly,
"we are going to ask that you allow us to organize a volunteer fire company. We'll take out old Neptune One, and
you'll never have cause to say that Neptune One didn't
respond."
"But--;-why, you're only boys," gasped the perplexed
mayor.
"That's all right, sir," argued Dick, cheerfully. "You
did us the honor to say that we were n?-tural firemen. We
want a chance, Mr. Mayor, to back up your statement."
"But I'd have to ask the City Council."
"To-night will be a bully time for that, Mr. Mayor,"
Dick retorted, smilingly. "The Council meets to-night."
"YJJs; in about ten minutes," replied Mr. Sharp, glancing at his watch.
"And you'll ask, the Council, sir?"
"Yes; I'll ask 'em."
"Hurrah!"
Again cheers drowned out the mayor, so that he was
obliged to hold up his hand for silence.
"I'll ask the Council, boys, but remember that the Council may not say 'yes' to my request."
. "But you'll do your best to make the Council say 'yes,'
won't you, Mr. Mayor?" pleaded Dick Gerald. "All we
want is a chance. If we don't make good, w~ can be kicked
out, just as the old Neptune crew was."
"Blazes!" murmured the mayor to himself. "I half believe I will try to put it through. Boys love to fight fire.
These youngsters would do worlds better than any society,
dancing-struck dudes could do."
1
'Boys," called out the mayor, still holding up his hand,
"I'm going to try to get the Council to agree to-nigh~. I
can't swear in any young fireman who hasn't the written
consent of one of his parents. Those of you who can get
such consent, and who want. to run with Neptune One, be
outside the City Hall to-night when the Council adjourns,
and I'll bring you the news."
"Hurrah!"
"Three cheers for--"
"No, no, no, boys! No cheers. We haven't time for that.
And remember, if the Council does say 'yes,' you'll have to
be agreed on a foreman and assistant foreman foT your
company who will suit me as mayor. Now, be off with you,
and leave me to attend to my own duties."
So, wi'thout cheering, and almost in silence, tlie youngster·s scurri ed away just as the door of the fire-house opened
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and Fred Mason led out the shame-faced crew who had
been bounced from the fire department.
Policeman .S tearns locked the door after them and took
the key away.
Mason and his friends had plenty of "political pull" in
the town.
The boys watched these bounced young firemen go with
'only half-concealed jeers and grins.
But . Mason and his comb.des did not linger.
They were in haste to get their friends among the promirnmt citizens to hurry over to the meeting of the Council.
But all went quietly in the big . Council Chamber at the
little City Rall until Mayor Sharp about nine o'clock announced:
"The Council will now go· into executive ~ssion. All
not members will please withdraw."
There was an astonished, indignant }rnsh.
"Withdraw!" repeated the mayor, a trifle sharply.
Then, behind closed doors, Mayor and Co1mcil deliberated for more than: half an hour.
When it was all over the members of the City government came out to the steps of the City Hall.
"Fellow citizens," announced Mr. Sharp, "in the interests of a better fire department, the Council has authorized
me to swear in one company of boys. We're going to give
1
'em a trial as :fire-fighters."
Fred Mason and his recent fellow-firemen were in the
crowd.
Almost to a man they hissed.
But Mayor Sharp appeared to hear nothing of the hiss.
"All the young men who have the necessary permission
from their parents may follow me inside," he remarked.
There was a rush for the door.
Nearly forty boys got inside, Dick being pushed along
at their head.
One after another, sitting at the head of the Council
tablr, the mayor r·eceived their little slips of paper.
"Really, boys," he announced, "there are so many applicants that I need the advice of those who are to be your
.officers. Who, do you think, would make the best for~
man?"
Back came the answer in a tremendous chorus:
"Dick Gerald!"

"Now, then Gerald and Pond, stand beside me," directed
Mayor Sharp. "Help me to pick out the best candidates."
Rapidly they were passed upon.
Besides the two young officers, already chosen, only eighteen mor~ boy's were needed.
There wer~ more .than two applicants for every vacancy.
Had Dick been a politician, he might have had to hesitate, and do much sail-trimming.
But, as he had an eye o];tly to those who would be of the
most use in the fire department, he chose quickly, with
Ted's help.
Within .ten minutes the new crew of Neptune One was
lined up for swearing in.
Raising his own right hand, and being followed in this
by every new member of the department, Mayor Sharp administered the oath in the most impressive fashion.
This done, he said, simply:
"I'm not going to lecture you on your new duties.. Your
company is only on trial, and I'm going to let you young
fellows show just what you believe your duties to be."
Dick, who had been standing erect, at attention, now
asked:
"Are we dismissed, Mr. Mayor?"
"Yes."
•
'
1
"Then, sir, I shall march the new. crew down to the fire
house to make sure that everything about the apparatus is
in order.
"An excellent first move, Foreman Gerald."
Officer Stearns came forward to hand our hero a coJiection of keys.
"They all fit the fir~house door," explained the policeman. "I made Mason's crowd give 'em up."
Dick passed the keys around.
·
Then he called :
"Neptune One; fall in outside."
Eagerly the · youngsters piled out.
1
Outside there were still a hundred or so citizens standing by.
Mnson and a few of his late comrades still lingered, falking indignantly with a few of the more prominent c~tizens
of Blackton.
"Neptune One, fall in!" called Dick, not loudly, but in
a clear voice, that ca_rried far.
Mo~t of the boys, having had military drill at the high
school, or having seen it there, knew just how to fall in.
CHAPTER I II.
DICK TAKES OLD NEPTUNE IN HAND.
Speedily Dick dressed them to the left.
"There couldn't be a better choice," beamea the fat little
Then his clear commands rang out:
mayor. "And who for assistant foreman?"
"Twos left-left forward-march!"
"Ted Pond!" came the chorus, as perfectly as if the
Down the street the little company marched, moving with
youngsters had drilled in it.
a sturdy military tread, and every boy's heart filled high
"Another excellent choice," commented the mayor.
. with pride over the new honor.
Ted was slim, dark-eyed and dark-haired, and tall.
At the door of the fire hous~ Dick halted his new comHe was just the sort of fellow that Dick Gerald would pany, and broke ranks.
,
be likely to pick out for his best friend.
Inside they speedily had the lamps lighted.
·
Several of the youngsters made a break for the rows of
Ted was quiet, and had a shy look.
But he could rise to a:ny emergency when he had Dick .fire helmets standing on hat-pins at the rear of the house.
Q-erald to leltd him on.
"Back here!" called Dick, half-sharply. "Never mind
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the parade part yet. Attention I ·w e'll look over the appa- 1~d crp wit h both ea.rs open . And 11ow, :is ; t's ldc, frllows, I
ratus first. · Every fellow remember to be attentive, Rncl do guess this will be about all."
just what he's told to."
" Company's di smissed," Teel Ponc1 r.dcl~d, as some of the
The first thing was to run off the full length of the t wo fellows did not seem to understand.
"But not the way Mason's Neptunes were, bedad !_" broke
reels.
Dick inspected one line, Ted the other.
in P atsy Murphy; at which a laugh was raised.
Both reported 0. K.
Dick was. the last to leave the fire-house.
H e took a careful look aroum1 before he putout the last
Then the buckets, pikes, axes and other implemen ts of
fire-fighting were examin ed and counted.
lamp and locked the door.
The working gear of the hand engine-old Neptune"I hope we'll be able to prove ou~elves some real good,"
was tested.
he murmured as he dropped the key in his pocket.
On that homeward stroll he had time to think of some" Squeaks a bit," Dick half-grumbled. "Bring me that
oil can."
thing that had been furthest from his thoughts in the last
·with a very serious look in his eyes he went over the hour of th at still Septeml:\er night.
"Foreman Gerald ! Th at sounds well-mighty well," he
parts th at needed oiling.
Next the Fheel-hubs of the hand engine were found to murmured, proudly.
Then there came a queer flash into .his eyes as he a.dded,
be somewh at -«dry."
These were well greased.
seriously :
'I'hen th e truck was looked into and overhauled.
" 'Foreman Gerald and Neptune One, well done !' "
It was nearly eleven o' ciock that night when the new would sound better , he told himself, grimly. " We shall
members of Neptune One felt that everything was in the see."
Dick was passing through the "swellest " residence part
best shape fOr a prompt and effective response to any alarm.
of the town.
" Attention!" called Dick, again. .
H e did not live there, bu t this street offered him the
H e had mounted the truck, standing. on the rubber
shortest cut to his own hom e; a tidy little cottage in which
blankets that were folded in place over the ladders.
" The first word in this new cQID.pany," Minounced the he lived with his father, hi s mother, and his eight-year-pld
young, foreman "is to be 'discipline.' We're not going to sister, Nellie.
be toy :firemen, just because we're young. I'm under the
A block fu rther down Dick espied a figure standing under
orders of Fire Chief H avens. Ted P ond is under my orders, one of the trees.
and the rest of you are under .the orders of the mayor or
As he drew nearer, our hero made out the face of Fred
of any officer of the fire depa.rtment. I s that understood ?" Mason.
" Yes,'' came back the' chorus, accompanied by hearty · Nor was it a pleasant fa ce to look upon just then.
"Mason must feel sore," thought the .new foreman of
nods.
"Now, we're not going to have the trouble ·that the old Neptune One.
crew did. When the alarm rings, we're going to turn outMason did, for his ·opening remark was :
" Well, snipe, how does the new honor wear?"
ni ght or day, pleasant or stomiy. ·The fellow who can't
Dick halted with in three feet of the young man.
keep that gait will ha.veto get out and make room for some
"What did you call me ?" ,
better fellow."
"That's right," approved Ted.
"'S1Jipe,' wasn't it ?" leered Mason.
"Of course, once in a while, everyone of you fellqws will
" Wh at do you mean by it?"
want a little clea.r time," Dick went on. "But no fellow
" Oh, almost anything," qrawl ed Mason.
shall leave town, or do anything that will put him past
Dick looked.at him fixedly, buit hardly angrily.
and getting
" Are you trying to pick a quarrel with me, Mason?"
answering an alarm, without first coming to
" Neither trying t o. pick nor avoirl ·one," returned the
permission. Not more than two fellows shall have permission in the same day. That ought to leave us a full working young man, wit h morJ of that same drawling impudence
crew. And; fellows, you may be sure that I don't intend to for which he had paid so dearl y to the mayor.
take imy more time o~ than the rest of yo'\1 get."
Dick still stood eyeing the ex-foreman quietly.
"Oh, you won't, Dick," caJled Matt Rivers. "You'll be a
"Well," demanded Ma!<on, nn gri l~·. " what do you see
very fientl for being always on hand. It'll be the rest of us a.bout me?"
who'll get the evenings away."
"Nothing much," Dick. smiled .
"What's that ?"
There was a nodding of heads at that,. for Matt, while a
strong boy, anJ a dependable one in a tight place, 'was
Mason, short r.s the il istanC'e wa!". took a half-step forknown to be one of the most persistent pleasure chasers in ward, glaring down into young Gera ld's eyes.
the outfit.
"You young puppy- - " he quivered.
" I suppose, by to-morrow night, we'll have the electric
"Stop that," warned Dick, cooll y.
alarm-bells in our bed-rooms," Dick went on. "But, for
"Don't get fresh with your betters, snipe," warned
to-night, remember that you have no calls i~ the house. So : Mason.

me
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"My .betters?" asked Dick, wonderingly.
"Perhaps you don't know them when you see them?"
"Do you?"
The question came quietly, simply, but its direct coolness
threw the ex-foreman i,nto. a greater rage.
"Dick Gerald, you're about the freshest boy I've seen.
Now, don't try any more freshness with me, for I'm in no
mood to stand it to-night."
"I suppose you must :feel a trifle sore," Dick admitted
with pretended politeness.
"Now, what do you mean by that?"
The flash in Mason's eyes and the squaring of his shoulders were suggestive of a fight that could be expected at
once.
"What do I mean?" Dick repeated.' "Why, its pretty
tough, of course, to be told that one isn't fit for the public
service of a small place like Blackton."
"Not fit?" quivered the taller one.
"Why, that's about what the mayor said, wasn't it?"
"Never mind the mayor," raged Mason. "Stick to yourself. What do you mean by talking to me in this fashion?"
"Why, I believe you started the talk yourself, didn't you?
I thought you had something to say to me."
"So I have!"
"Out with it, Mason, then."
"Don't talk to me in that familiar way, Gerald. Don't
forget the Mister to my name when you use it."
"I'll remember when you do," proposed Dick, a smile
breaking through his eyes.
"Just as soon as you saw your chanc~ to-night, Gerald,
you sneaked up to the mayor, and suggested that he form a
new crew."
"Well, I knew that he needed one."
"What was the matter with our crew?"
"That was .the mayor's business. He had disbanded your
crew."
"But he would have reinstated us as soon as he cooled
off."
"I don't think so; Mason."
"Instead of that you silly b~ys knew the mayor's weakness, and you climbed all arounrl the old dolt and got him
to agree to this fool plan of having a boy company."
"Time will sbow whether the boy company is any good,"
Diel~_ retorted, icily.
"It will make a laughing-stock of Blackton, just as
you've made a laughing-stock of the old Neptune crew!"
'
blazed Mason.
"Whatever has been do~e to you, you did to yourselves,"
Dick replied. "For one thing, you were mighty impudent
to the mayor of this town."
~'You lie, Gerald. I did no more than any fellow of
.,,
spirit--"
"Any fellow cxf spirit resents being called a liar/' broke
in Dick, his fists doubling. "I'll trouble you, Mason, to
take that word back."
"You will?" sneered Mason. "Who in blazes are you?"

"A decent ·sort of citizen on the whole, I believe," returned Dick. "Will you take that wor«;l back?"
"You little piece of dirt!" ·sneered Fred Mason.
Dick's fist unclenched.
But, swift as a fl.ash he leaned forward, landing a stinging blow with his open hand across Fred Mason's mouth.
"Just keep your temper, Mason, and talk like a gentleman-if you know how!" came the quick warning.
"What do you know . about gentlemen?" flared Mason,
drawing back, his own fists doubling again.
"Anything that I know about 'em I didn't learn from
you!" taunted Dick.
"You insolent young ragmuffin !"
"I won't hit you for that," said Dick, more calmly.
"There's many a :fine fellow obliged to wear rags, while
some worthless but wehlthy loafer, like you, never did anylooking-glass
thing but go to dances and stand before
be a good,
rather
I'd
believe
I
airs::
on
put
to
how
learning
like-you!"
thing
a
than
decent ragmuffin
From which it will be understood that Dick, too, was
warming up, though he was :fighting hard within himself
to keep his temper under control.
Mason, suddenly, without any warning, and just as Gerald thought he was going to back down, let fly with his
fists.
Mason was no weakling.
One of his fists landed on Dick's neck with force enough
·
to knock the boy fl.at.
"Don't get up until you a.polgize, either," ordered Mason, standing over the fallen boy and glaring threateningly
down at him.
But Dick, with a swift roll, carried himself some yards
away from his adversary.
Then Dick: leaped to his feet just as Mason pounced upon
him.
Fred struck out, but Dick dodged and landed on the
taller fellow's wind.
"Ouch!" gasped 'Mason, as he started to stagger.
Swa.t ! Bifl' ! Dick's two fists landed, one on Mason's
nose, s'tarting the blood, and the other on his left temple.
Around spun Mason, lurched and htt the ground.
"Y Qu-young-footpad !" gasped the son of a wealthy
father.
He lay where he was, making no offer to get up.
"Got enough, Mr. Impudence?" questioned Dick.
Mason, still lying fl.at, made no answer.
"I guess you have, anyway," smi ed Dick. "I can't believe that you simply haven't the nerve to get up!"
"You-footpad!"
"I'll help you to your feet, if you need assistance," pro·
posed Dick.
"I don't want any of your help! Go home!"
"Why, yes, I believe I will, if my presence is all that
is causing you to lie on the sidewalk," laughed Dick, goodhumoredly. "Good-night, Mason!"
!lick strode on homeward. ·
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Fred Mason was about to get up, when he heard some ( Dick was still counting. '~Eight I That's eighteen,"
one coming.
he murmured.
Closing his eyes_, he.lay quite still until the new-comers,
"Av course," growled Patsey. "More wurrk cut out 'for
1
two of his own friends of the old Neptune crew, stumbled Volley Two!"
r.cross him.
The fire, if there reall v was one, was not in Neptune's
They tried to revive hitn, but Mason pretended to be district on a first alarm ..
unconscious.
"Now that we're down, we may as well wait," suggested
Then they got him home, where, after some minutes of Dick.
work by the friends and the · anxious members of the fam"May as well go home and play casino with your sisily, Fred seemed to recover.
ters," grumbled Matt" Rivers. "There won't be anything
"That young scoundrel, Dick Gerald, jumped on me like doing for us to-night."
a footpad," explained Mason, in a pretendedly weak voice.
But Dick, just by way of preparation, threw the doors
"If he didn't go through me, it was because he heard some o.pen.
one coming, and was scared into running off."
"Get your helmets on, anyway, fellows. It won't do any
That charge was not made public all at once.
harm to be good and ready, if anything should turn in."
But Mason's friends and family considered how to
As for himself, our hero went over to a little cupboard
bring the "crime" back to Dick Gerald, now foreman of in the corner, to which he carried the only key.
:N'eptune One !
From this cupboard he took one of the delights of his
soul.
CHAPTER III.
It was long, slender, .sinuous rope.
DEATH ON THE FIRE ROPE !
Slender as it was, its roughened surface gave good hold .
During the whole of the next fortnight Blackton didn't
for the hands.
have a fire that counted.
Made principally of asbestos fiber, this rope could not
There were two little fires in the downtown business
burn in the fiercest blaze.
section, not ar :from the railway station and Hampden's
Dick had already donned his fire belt. At the right side
Mills.
I '
was a catch on which the asbestos rope could hang.
But these '~ere in the district of Volley Two. Neptune
Dick dropped it in place ancl made it fast.
One didn't respond to calls there, except upon second
Then he stepped towai 1 the door, lookjng out.
•
alarm.
"Gracious, fellows, bi '; that looks like something of a
Dick Gerald, however, made the most of this time of
blaze, after all," cried . ·ick, as he saw the sky over the
rest.
business section sudden] . brighten and glow.
He drilled his boy crew daily, and three times, by perDing I came off the ! ng. Dong I
mission of the mayor, he turned his lads out on false
"Two! cried Dick. " 0 your places, fellows I"
alarms for practice.
·
After a short pause two came in again.
"Sorra th' bit av a foire the town's had, since we came
Twenty-two
I That was the signal for a second al1trm.
in," grumbled Patsey Murphy, one evening, early, when
After
it
the
;
ame old box-number started to ring.
most of the fellows were gathered in the little hall or clubBut
Dick
·never
waited to hear the box number.
room at Neptune's home.
There
was
just
one
box in Blackton from which a second
"We're mascots for the town, then," smiled Dick. "A
alarm
could
come
in
at
this time.
town doesn't live by the fires it has and the property that's
"Run
her
out,
fellows!
Whoop!"
destroyed."
Dick
was
at
the
pole-end
of the hand engine as it flew
·"But we would like to try our new toys,'' sighed Matt
out
of
the
fire
house
and
turned
so swiftly that it was
Rivers.
nearly
upset.
"Cheer up," urged Dick. "There'll be all you want
But with a cheer the machine was dragged onward at an
of it through the year. There always is."
"It'll be just our luck," groaned Hob Sims, to have ever quickening pace.
Clattering close behind came -the truck, under command
nothing happen for so long that the Council will disband us
of Ted Pond.
as being unnecessary."
Ding ! It was the first shru·p note of an incoming
Neptune One was off to its first fire under the new crew I
alarm."
The blaze had now gained such headway that Main
At that first note Dick macle a dive for the brass sliding Street seemed deserted as Neptune One hustled into it.
rocl that stood up through the center of a twQ-and-a-halfThe fire seemed to be in Page Street, just beyond Main
foot hole in the floor.
Street and running parallel with it.
He shot clown that pole like greased lightning.
But Dick was already enough of a fireman to know that
he must run not to the fire, but to the box.
Then Teel slid after hi,m.
Down came the other fire lads now, as fast as they could
He turned, therefo~e, and ran the engine down Main
catch holcl of the pole.
Street to the next corner.
1
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Here he and the fellows with him mad e a rattling swift
turn and headed for Page Street.
At the corner sat Chief Havens, in his buggy.
"D~vn to Clancy Street, Neptune!" roared the chief.
"Get at !he back of the fire. I'll follow you!" ,
P anting, but full of grit and purpose, these sprinting :firo
lads raced clown for the next block.
Aro:und the corner into Clancy Street they raced.
And now they saw the work that was cut out for them!
The fire, starting in a paint-shopa in Page Street, Ihad
spread to the furniture store next to it. .
Back of both buildings the flames had spread, seizing
upon a three-story, dwelling-house that fronted on Clancy
Street.
"
Through the lower story of this house the smoke was
already pouring, backed by an occasional burst of flame.
"Get your stream on that, Gerald, without losing a second !" .bellowed Chief Havens.
Then he sat by in his buggy, to see how these young firemen handled their first real job.
"Like veterans!" muttered the chief, joyfully.
For there was not a particle of confusion.
'fhese young lads had been well tr~ined by their foreman.
All in a twinkling the hose was off and coupled with·
hydrant and engine.
In 'the same second eager young arms reached up for
the bars of old Neptune.
Tw~ nozzlemen, . under Ted Pond's eyes, ran forward
•
with the hose.
"Play away, Neptune!" rang Dick Gerald's voice.
.
"Sizz ! Cold water was drenching the blaze now, sending out a steady cloud of ·steam.
" Good work, Gerald!" called the chief, who, fifty years
old, had 'been a local fireman thirty year:s of that time.
Dick saluted and smiled at Chief Havens, then darted
over to the truck.
A few of his fellows being still unoe;cupicll, lie saw them
fitted out with axes and pikes.
.
"Get in over there, and stand by for orders," he cried,
and darted in between engine and blaze.
. 'l'he spectators had formed quickly back of old Neptune.
They were looking on, fu,11 of wiclc-eye~ curiosity, to see
how these young firemen would handle thcmselve8 and the
blaze.
But Dick was no grand-stand player.
If 11e knew the crowd was there, he gave it never :1
thought.
He was on the job to put out the blaze in the lower
part of this building.
·
.
"See, Ted," he called in his chum's car over all the
ra cket, "aim the nozzle a little lowe1C, and get in under
that tongue of flame. That's wh ere the hottest part of the
flre is."
'fed passed the order on to his two nozzlemen.
'J'he stream was lowered, sendii:ig back a cloud of steam
that drove them back a foot or two.

"Keep it there-steady!" ord _rell Dick, and turned back
to see what his axe-men and pike-men couU do, if anything.
But he saw nothing, just then, for these extras to do.
"Looks aa if there could be a bit more pressure from
the hydrant," murmured the yuung foreman.
He ran around the Neptune, to the further sidewalk.
Yes; a short turn gave more force an~ volume to the
stream.
Then his eyes glanced upward along the building, ,and
noted an open window.
"Is every one out of that house?'' he bellowed, to no
one in particular.
"They'd better be out," muttered Matt, who stood by
his side. "We could never run ladders , up there. The
flames would eat the rungs off in thirty seconds."
But, just as Dick was turning his eyes a.way, a woman's
face appeared swiftly at that open windo w.
'l'hen came the worn~'s shriek. '
. Two children, white-faced with terror, stole to her side,
looking in terror down over the sills. ·
"Save me! Can't you?" appealed the \voman, desperately. "Save these children, anyway."
·
· In her despeTation, the woman was climbing up on the
sill.
,
(
,
"Get back there!" shouted Dick, tugging at the asbestos
coil at his belt. "Wait, and do just what we tell you."
"We can't run a ladder up there!" cried Chief Havens,
who had jumped from his buggy.
"I know it, sir," Dick answered. "But I'm going ta
get up there and get them out!"
"How?"
"I can show you quicker than I can tell you,. E'ir," replied the young fireman.
Dick had the asbestos rope uncoiled. Looking up at the
window, he saw that the woman's fascinated gaze wa~
upon his face.
"Catcl).-for your lives !" roared Foreman Dick over all
the crackle, throb and din.
Straight ·and true he sent that old, friendly rope to the
mother at the window.
"Make it fast! I'm' coming up!" cheered Dick.
"If I can live there!" he gritted under his breath.
"I've tieq the rope inside the sill!" called do1Yn the
woman, hoarsely.
Dick nodded, then ran to Ted Poncl.
"Play the hose on me for a moment. Give me a good
drenching," he ordered.
Ted had the quick intelligence to obey.
Dripping with the cold water, Dick Gerald ran a, few
yards ·up the street, gave a swing of the rope, and then,
clutching and mounting higher, he shot up.
Higher he climbed, holding on with all the strength of
his young m'uscles.
But now, from below, a sudden, savage burst of greater
tongues of flame burst out, driving the young nozzlemen
still further back.
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And Dick Gerald hung in mid-air just over those lap• •ping red tongues !
The gust of heat and smoke that came up were awful.
."Good heavens !" quavered Chief Havens. "The lad
can' t get down at all now!"
"He's gone to his death!" shuddered more than one onlooker.
Then, fascinated by the splendid sight, the crowd stood
watching this cool battle for life !
CHAPTER IV.
DIRTY WORK AGAINST NEPTUNE' S CREW.
I

" What are you going to do with me ?;' she queried, with
almost a smile in her eyes. "You can't throw me."
" Jo," Dick admitted, re'gretfully. "l can't. I wi!!h I

could."
Then, leaning down, he bawl.ed:
"Ted, fasten the hose to the bottom of the rope. In a
jiffy, now!"
In a twinkling Dick Gerald was hauling the length of
hose in through the window.
"Madam, get a grip on yourself,'' ordered the young
foreman, grimly. "I've got to souse you with cold water."
"Wbat--"
"So your clothing won't get on ·fire when we go down
" Here it
<QI1 the rope together,'' Dick explained, briefly.
comes."
He turned the stream on her, drenching her well from
head to foot.
Bracin~ herself, with her hands against the wall, the
woman endured it gaspingly, for that volume of cold water
was breath-snatching on this chill y evening.
Then Di ck gave himself another bri ef sousing.
, Next he lowered the hose, T ed earning scorched eyebrows in his effort to cast the hose off.
"Hold on to that end of the rope, Ted,'' called down
Neptune One's young foreman. "Stand by to follow orders."
Then t o the woman :

"You can do nothing for us, now, I'm afraid,'' sobbed the
frightened woman, as Dick Gerald r eached the sill.
"Get back, please, so I can get in,'' he directed, crisply.
As the w~m an shrank back, drawing her terrified children after her, Dick bounded through the open window.
Like a fl ash he wheeled ancl looked out .
'' Sprea d out th e rubber blanket, and hold on to it hard!"
he shouted clown. " Get volunteers from the crowd to help
you!"
T ed Pond understood, if no one else did.
Dick turned around to seize the larger of the children.
" What are you going to clo ?" shuddered the woman.
" Throw your child clown into t he blanket."
"You'll miss. It'll be like murd er!" shrieked the
woman.
"Up on the sill with you, madam!"
Having seen what this splendid young fire hero had done
" Madam, I'm doing the only thing possible, and neither
child will be hurt a bit. Stand back, there ! Don' t grip in saving her children, the woman seemed now to have
my arm, unless you want to see th e chil d fall short · and unbounded confidence in Gerald.
Trn th to tell, Di ck had fa r from as much c:nfi clencr in
stri ke the pavement! Keep cool, ma dam, for ·an instant,
himself at this fearful moment.
and. give me a chan ce to be cool rrtyself."
"What are you going to do?" she asked, calmly.
Far ou t over the sill leaned Dick, the child in his arms.
"We're going down this rope together, madam. Get
" Hold steady cl own th ere !" he call ed, bnt cheerily. "A
hold of it with both your hands. Good! Now, I'll put
life is at stake ! Now! Here you are !"
Leaning still further 'fo rward, he tossed th e child out, one arm around you to help yo u, and use the other hand to
hold on myself. Don't be afrajd, and use every ounce of
well clear of the fl ames and Rafely into the bl anket.
Eager hand s snatched the child instantlv. c'!rew it out ·muscle you've got. Now, th en- go!" '
Under Dick's guidance, and aided vastly by his generof its cradle in the blanket and set it on its feet.
"Oh, thank heaven !'·' f1obbed the woman, devoutly, as ous strength, the · woman slicl slowly down, Dick with her..
That goocl old asbestos rope sto0id the strain nobly.
Rhe peered down, almost afraid. to look.
But soon they were down to wh ere they felt th e scorch
Dick faced her with laughing eyes. 1
"Why, it's easy, madam. Watch your other child go!" of the fearful heat from below.
"Swing the rope out, Ted!" called th e young foreman.
Dick wh eel eel , snat ching up 1he li ttle tot, wh o cried out.
is
"This
Dick.
eassured
r
Waiting for just that order, Ted Pond, Matt and Patsey ·
" Don't be afraid , littl e one,"
p1illed the rope well out into the street.
fun- th e kind yon don ' t have ev er~' night !"
Thus clown an inclined plane slid Di ck and hi s precious
Looking down, he s]i011ted to the circle of blanketholders :
charge.
They were scorched and steamec1' a bit, by the heat acting
"Steady, there!"
"Go ahead !" came up from below.
on the water in their clothing, but they werf' not seriously
Di ck ma de th e throw, as good a one as before.
burned.
Now. both children stood looking up, stretching their
Soon willing hands r eached np and took th e "omn:.~ down
arm s appealingly toward th e "'Oman.
to complete safety.
"Oh, mamma, come qui ck! "
Dick, with 'a J~ugh, dropped lightly to his fr c1· •
The woman, now th::i t her children were safe, was 1 "Nobly, splendidly done, Gerald!" cried Chi ef Havens,
calmer,
laying an arm on the young :fireman's shoulder.
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In the meantime, frienr;Lly people were hustling the
" Tlte mayor has heard <:b eady," broke in a voice bedrenched, steamed woman, with her childen, o.ff to a house hind them.
•
where dry clothing could he ha.d.
Mayor Sharp stood there, looking supremely happy over
"Just Ol)e more rescue," laughed Dick~ to the chief.
his latest venture in public management.
"Wh1tt?"
On the apur of the instant Mr. Sharp turned to Fred
"My rope I"
Mason, who stood almost within arm's length.
"But that's fast up there."
The mayor did not realize that the young lady standing
"I know it, chief . . I'm going up to get it!"
nearby was under Fred's escort, O·r His Honor might not
"Don't you venture--"
have spoken as he did:
"Mason, now you see what real firemen &re! I'm afraid
But with a laugh, and a. run backward, Dick swung off
the ground from a distance.
I never saw your crew do anything like that."
Then, ·as nimbly as a gorilla, he went up the rope, hand
Fred Mason, mindful of the girl who was with him,
over hand, and so again gained the sill.
'drew himself up stiffly as he rejoined:
"Mr. Sharp, I've nothing that I care to say to you.
Whew! But it was hot and stifling up here now!" ·
But groping, choking, strangling, Dick found where his Good-night, sir!"
rope had been fastened and unknotted it.
Fred would have tUl'ned on his heel, but the girl with
Once more he leaned out of the window.
him murmured:
"The blanket-get it out!" he bellowed clowu.
"Don't let us go yet, Fred; I want to see more of the
Willing hands stretched that blanket that did duty as work done by these boys."
"It's no use staying, May," be pleaded, a]rn 0st crossly.
a fire net.
Of heavy rubber, it was strong enough to sustain a great "The fire is out."
"But I must 'sfaty and thank that young foreman :for
weight when well lrnlcl.
"Hold hard," Dick ~houted down. "I'm no teh-pound bis splendid work with that frightened mother and her
baby." • ·
children."
"Come on-cai:e:ful!" Ted shouted back.
\
"Nonsense, May! That's a part of a fireman's duty."
St.anding on the sill, first casting down his precious as"But I think I heard the mayor say that he never saw
bestos rope, Dick measured the distance, nerved himself you do anything like that, Fred," observed the girl, swiftly.
for the wide jump, and then-leaped.
"Oh, Mayor Sharp is sore on me," retorted the young
He struck· the blal}ket fairly, .but his weight, aided by man, disconcerted.
the great :force of his fall, all but tore the blanket out of
"Why?"
the hands of its holders.
"Because-because he wants to get into our set of sociFor just one sickening instant Dick Gerald believed he ety here in town, and I , haven't helped him. That's all."
was to strike the pavement and be crippled.
"No matter, Fred. I must stay a.nd thank that young
But, with a cheer, the blanket-holders pulled upward. hero."
The shock was stayed, and he bounced upward.
"It's :foolish, I tell you, May."
Dick rolled over, then stepped out of the scoop of the
But as Fred made a gentle move to walk away, the
blanket-uninjured. .
girl, on his arm, stood still.
"That was splendid, Gerald, but foolish!" c~ied Chief
Fred Mason was very fond of Ma.y Everard.
Havens, hoarsely, as he gripped the boy's arm. "No more
In the first place, she was the belle, of the little town,
of that to-night."
and of s~eral towns around.
' "No more need of it," laughed Dick, then bounded back
She was rather tall, of lithe, splendid figure. Her dark,
to the nozzlemen.
hazel eyes could look wonderfully tender when she felt in
The stream was not making great headway, but now that mood, or coud flash at need.
.the front of the building was burned out enough so that · Her face was of the purest type as to :features.
pikemen could find something yielding to take hold of
Her whole look was queenly, yet she had no desire 'to be
among the blazing timbers.
'
·
a queen among women. Instead, she preferred to be on
So, under Dick's cool direction, many of the blazing sweet terms with every one.
timbers were hauled down and played upon.
Undou16tedly ~he was the most loved young girl in BlackThen into the house they dragged the hose, backed by ton.
/
pikemen and axemen.
She was the most sought, too.
Thirty minutes later Dick, grimy but supremely happy,
In addition to being the sole daughter and heiress of a
~e almost staggering out of tlie building to report:
wealthy, widowed mother, May ·had become, almost by
"Chief, we've got the fire under control on this side. accident, sl.nce she had not sought it, the society leader
among the younger women.
·
The house won't be anything like a wreck."
Fred Mason bad been keeping company with this lovely
"Gerald," cried the chief, "I'm proud of you and your
fellows. I shall tell the mayor so."
girl during the past year.
....
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There was no engagement between them. Indeed, no
actual word of love had been spoken.
Often times Mason had felt on the verge of proposing,
but somthing in May's eyes, or in her manner, checked
him.
Just the same, these young people were much together.
They liked each other, plainly, and local gossip said they
would soon make a match of it.
May was usually so gentle that her hanging back on his
arm now rather astonished.. Mason.
"The fire is over," he said, trying not to speak crossly.
"It is time I was taldng you home anyway, May."
"Not i.mtil I have spoken to that young hero of the
firemen."
. Now Mason forgot himself in his sudden temper.
"That is all nonsense, May," he cried, angrily.
S~e looked swiftly up into his face.
"How long since you have felt privileged to talk to me
in that manner?" she asked.
There was a warning in her voice, and Mason ought to
have heeden it.
Instead, he plunged blindly into the danger.
"May, I c1o feel that I have a right to prevent you from
making a fool ot yourself."
The girl dropped his arm at once.
"You are speaking rather strongly, Fred."
"But I can't have you associating, even for a few moments, with any young tramp like Dick Gerald."
May took a couple of steps away from her escort, looking
at him in astonishment.
":Ur. Mason," she said icily, and in a way that made
him realize how far he was going, "will you take my
word for it that you have nothing at all to say as to who
my acquaintances shall be?"
"Why, May-I-I--" stammered Mason, going close
to her.
But the girl aga1n drew back.
"Do you lmow young Mr. Gerald?" she asked.
"I ought to," :flashed Mason.
"Then you will introduce me?"
"No! By° the lord Harry, no!"
His face was ablaze with anger now.
"Tha.L is all, Mr. Mason. Good-nighL"
She turned and walked deliberately away from him.
Mason, ,conscious that several people who knew him well
were looking on either in surprise or amusement, glided
·
after the girl.
"May--" he began huskily.
•
"Good-night, Mr. Mason."
"But I - - "
"Good-night."
"May, you are not going to get rid of rne as easily as
that."
The girl halted, eyeing him coolly.
"Then I shall appeal to the police to protect me from
annoyance, if yon make it necessary. Good-night!"
'rhis time Mason did not attempt to follow.

There was that in the girl's resolute manner which made
him afraid. of a scene.
After his recent spectacular bouncing from the fire department, he did not care for the further absurdity of
being arrested for annoying a young woman.
With a curse, uttered under his breath, and his face very
vvhite, Fred Mason turned and went off in his own direction. ,
Ere May had' gone a block, she met Will Rupert, another
of her admirers.
He halted in surprise at finding her alone, then asked
·
ihe pleasure of acting as her escort.
May smilingly nodded.
"By the way, Will, do you happen to be acquainted with
young Foreman Gerald, of the Neptune crew?"
"I should say I do," smiled Will.
"Then I am going to ask you to take nie back and introduce me. I want to thank that splendid young fellpw
fo:r the way he rescued one of my sex this evening."
"Yours to command, May," replied Rupert, offering her
his arm.
Together they walked back, arriving opposite the engine
and truck just as Dick had seen to stowing away the last
of the hose and the small apparatus.
"Oh, Gerald," called Rupert, from a little distance.
Dick turned, saw the handsome girl beside the former
member of the Neptune crew, and stepped over, hat in
hand.
"Miss Everu.rd," ' began Will, easily, "permit me the
pleasure of introducing Mr. Richard Gerald."
"Oh, I ..am so glad to meet you," cried the girl, her eyes
beaming as she daintily offered her hand, whick Dick took
warmly. "I asked Mr. Rupert to introduce us."
"I am greatly honored," said Dick, gallantly.
"Not as I wish you could be," replied the girl, honestly.
"I witnessed your splendid work. to-night, and I wanted to
s13eak to you and thank you for it. Any woman should
feel grateful at seeing one of her sex so splendidly rescued."
"Why, it's all in the fireman's duty," smiled Dick, unaffectedly. "Still, Miss Everard, since it has won your
praise, I am selfish enough to be glad that it was I, instead
of one of my comrades, who won your approval."
"Why, the little beggar talks like an educated man of
the world!" thought Rupert, in amazement.
"I shall fake a great interest in your .new fire company,"
the girl went on pleasantly. "Every one in Blackton ought
to, especially the younger people. Won't you call, soon, ·
so that I may talk with you about your company? You
youpg men will soon be wanting new uniforms, new 1tppa• '
ratus, or new or extra something, I lmow. Now, if you do,
it should be both the duty and pleasure of the younger
people of the town to get together and run a fair, or some
entertainment in honor of you splendid young fire-fighters.
Do promise that you'll call, Mr. Gerald."
"Why, you couldn't find any way to delight me more,
Miss Everard," murmured Dick, and he meant it, too, for,
as he found himself gazing, at close quarters, into iliis ·
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girl's lovely face, he felt a snddcn thumping around ihe
heart.
" Then I may look for you-say, to-morrow evening ?"
asked May.
She had an appointment with F red Mason fo r that next
evening, but perhaps she was malicious enough to enjoy
the id ea of sending a note to Fred telling him that she
•
had formed other plans.
" Why, I'm sure I can come up to-morrow evening, Miss
E verard-that is, unless there's a fire," Dick made repl)·.
" I shall be expecting you th en, at eight. Again I thank
you for that splendid rescue. Good-night, Mr. Gerald."
May went away on Rupert's arm, but she left a slave
behind in the person of young Dick Gerald.
"Moving in society, eh ?" whispered Ted P ond, as our
hero 'came lightly back .to his crew.
' "I was just introduced to a very charming girl," Dick
replied.
The apparatus of Neptune One was put back in the fir.chouse in apple-pie order.
Then Dick and some of the young fellows strolled up to
l\Iain Street, halting j11st around the corner for a fe w minutes' chat before they separated to go to their ho:11es.
The chat was all about fire work.
So interesting did it become that, ere the boy~ noticed it,
three-qur.rters of an hour had slipped by.
It was Dick who disco':ered the time.
" I left my watch at th e fire-ho use," he muttered . " I
must go back and get it. "
" I'll go with you," suggested Ted.
Together they walked briskly do'.m the si de str.eet.
"Is that some, one hurrying alQng there, down by Neptune's house?" asked Dick, suddenly.
"Some one going home late, maybe," Ted suggested.
" Come on," urged Dick, setting off at a run.
But by the time that they gained the fire-house no one
was in sight.
" Just imagination, I reckon," observed Ted.
Dick took out his key, unlocking the door and stepping
inside.
He knew just where to go, in the dark, to get his watch .
But 'some iinpulse made him light one of the lamps.
"Oh, Ted, look there !" cried Dick, piteously.
He was pointing to the hose.
Some one, after a good deaJ. of work and with an energy
worthy of a nobler deed, had slashed several gaping holes
in the length of hose-pipe!
"Suppose there had been a fire, and we'd been called out
to-night," gasped horror-struck Ted.
"I reckon that was just what the hose was cut for-to
throw disgrace on us!" muttered Dick, wrathily.

" P erhaps some one did know that there would be a fire
to-night," muttered Dick.
He spoke on the impulse of the moment.
Yet, as he saw Ted start, Dick himself suddenly became
swiftly thoughtful.
"Good heavens, Ted !" whispered the young foreman.
" What if the scoundrel who did this really means to go
to the greater length?"
" But who would do such a thing as set a fire on purpose ?
We haven't got any such people in Blackton," protested
Ted, loyally.
" But who in Blackton would do such a thing as cut up
fire-hose? 'rhe person who would do that wouldn't be
above setting a fire."
It all seemed highly improbable and unreasonab~e.
Yet, the more Dick thought over matters, especially ·with
the slashed hose lying right before his eyes, the more probable it seemed tha.t some one might be planning to star t a
fire at which the young Neptunes would be disgraced.
" Who could have done .such a thing?" Dick wondered.
"Who?" voiced 'l' ed . " Unless-unless some of the old
Neptune?"
" I can't think that, either," muttered Dick, shaking his
head . " Th ere was only one who disliked me par ticularly.

He-- "

"Good evening, boys," hailed a voice from the doorway.
It was night P oliceman Stearns.
" I saw you chaps 'come in here just a moment ago, and
wondered what was up," declared the officer.
"You sa}V us come in just a m6ment ago, eh?" echoed
Dick.
" Yes; I was down the street and I saw you fitting the
key i~ the lock."
"And you're sure we've been here , just a moment?"
pressed 0 11r hero.
" Certain I am. Why?" asked the officer, looking pu zzled .
"If you know that we've been here just a moment,"
throbbed Dick, pointing, "then you know that we didn't
do 'l'Hr\ Tf '
The policeman's wandering gaze rested on the slashed
l10se. H e gave a start.
" Jumping J ehoshaphat! Who did that?"
" That's what we want to know," blazed Dick, wrathfully.
" You know, Mr. Stearns, that :ve didn't have time to
do it."
"I don't see how you could, boys."
"Chief Havens must be notified."
"Certain. I can do that over the telephone from the
drug store."
"Will you do that) Mr. Stearns ? And will you tell Chief
Havens that we don't know who the criminal was, but that.
we hope to find out before the, night is over?"
A GOOD GUESS!
'.' I'll tell him," nodded the policeman. " Sho! This is
"Humph, it's a fool trick, unless a fellow ca n know for rotten-bad work- for some critter to be doing."
The policeman shuffled away . . Dick put out the lamp.
sure that there's going to be a fire."
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Then, at the doorway, the tw0 young men looked into each
other's eyes.
"Who can you suspect?" queried Ted, his voice quivering.
"I hate to name the one I suspect!" muttered Dick.
"I wonder 1£ it could have had anything to do with the
scene at the fire to-night?" mused rred.
"What scene?"
"Why, Miss Everard was there witp. Fred Mason. They
seemed to have some sort of a dispute. Then Miss Everard walked away alone. Fred Mason caught up with her,
but he couldn't seem to make up matters with her, and she
went away. Next thing I knew, she came back with Will
Rupert, and then you were called over and introduced to
her."
. "That looks odd," mused Dick. "But what bea.ring
could it have on t]:iis matter?"
"Do you mind telling me what Miss Everard said to
you?" hinted Ted.
"She thanked me for rescuing that woman, and saiq the
young folks of the. town ought to get up a fair, or some.thing, for the benefit of the boy firemen. She invited me
to call at her house to-morrow evening."
"Oho I" quivered Ted. "A'nd Fred Mason has heard all
this, and he doesn't like you any too well, anyway?"
"No,". admitted Dick. "He and I had a fight awhile
ago."
"You did? You never told me a word!"
· "It wasn't necessary, Ted. It wasn't much of a fight
anyway."
"When did it happen?"
"The night we were ;worn into tJ:ie fire department."
"Well!" blazed Ted. "Don't things look clear, though?
Fred Mason isn't any too sweet-tempered at best. You got
his fire company away from him. , Then you fight. Who
won?"
"I suppose I did."
"Then. you trounced him. Next, he and his girl have
trouble over you. Then she invites yoU' to call. Say, why
wouldn't a fellow like Fred Mason want to do some dirty
work against you?"
"It does look that way," Dick admitted, his eyes blazing. "But if Fred Mason did that, or had it done"pointing to the slashed hose--"then he's a scoundrel who
ought to be hung I It's a fearful thing to cripple a fire
department, that has to do with saving human lives as
well as ordinary property!"
"I reckon we've about m~e a straight guess about this
job," muttered Ted Pond, sagely.
"But, good heavens! Do you suppose, Ted, there's any
chance that Mason would start a fire, or have one set tonight, just so that we'd be disgraced?"
"Will he do it?" muttered Ted. "I don't 1."lloW. I can't
judge. I never was crazy, myself."
"It's an awful thought," muttered Dick, uneasy and
shaking.
"What a.re you.. going to do?" Ted wanted to know.

lS

"The figure that we thought we saw skulking here vanished in that direction," cried Dick, pointing.
"Sure!"
"And that's the way to Fred Mason's home."
"Right again."
"Ted, it's a fearful thing to suped any one of. Unless
we get some real proof against Mu::on, p:·omi:.:c me that
you won't repeat a word of this to anybody?"
"I couldn't be mean enough, unles:.; it was i.o uu:nask a
scoundrel," Ted declared.
_
"I don't know what to do, old. fello11-. But, at least, it .
can do us no harm to take a stroll down by Mason's home."
"And see if we can find what he's up to?''
"Oh, we'll find out anything that wc can."
Dick carefully locKed the door of Neptune One.
Then, in the. darknes of the night, they went swiftly
though softly in the direction of the Mason home.
It was so late at night that all the houses in the neighborhood were in darkness.
In the Mason house there was a dim light in the front
hallway.
Upstairs, a light shone faintly around the edges of a
curtain in ooe of the rooms upstairs in the wing.
"I believe that's Fred's room," whispered Tea , as the
two boys stood in the shadow of a big tree opposite.
"I wish we knew for sure," breathed Dick.
"Why? If Fred is 'i:µ his room, and keeps there, then
he isn't going to do anything outside."
"But we don't know that he will stay there," Dick argued. "If that is his room, then he's the only person in
the house that is up. If he's going to bed, why doesu't he
hurry up about it and turn out the light?"
For some minutes the two young firemen stood there,
watching that window and the rest of the house in perplexity.
"There goes the light out," whispered Ted, at last.
"Now, I reckon Fred's going to bed."
"Or else out," uttered Dick, grimly.
In quivering suspense the two lads waited and watched.
"Ah!"
The sound was barely audible from Dick, hiding behind
the great tree.
.'
'
The front door of the Mason home was opening.
In the dim light of the front hallway Fred :Mason stood
revealed for a moment, ere' he closed the !ront door softly
behind him.
At the gate, Mason stood listening and looking around
him for a few moments.
But the boys across the wa.y were taking wonderfully
good pains that he should not see them.
At last Fred Mas,;m left the front gate and started
briskly, though softly, away.
Never did two lads shadow any one more carefully !
Fred Mason seemed bent on taking the quieter streets.
In time he led the boys, and by a pr~tty direct route.
down to the railroad station.
.,..
That building stood away from all others, except for a
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"You're not deaf. You heard what I said," retorted
Dick, eying his man watchfully.
"Good-bye!" jeered Mason, suddenly.
He dodged, wheeled, and started to run.
But Dick Gerald, watching for the trick, bounded after
him.
Within five steps he had one strong arm on Masons-coat•
collar.
"You can't get aw3j as easily as that," vaunted the boy.
"Then I'll kill you !" hissed the terrified wretch. "I
won't be caught!"
"You are caught-already!" ·
Mason made .a sayage effort to kick Dick in the shins.
But the young fireman jumped over the attacking leg
of his enemy, and without letting go his hold.
"Going to give trouble, are you, Mason?"
With that, Dick gripped in earnest, bending his ell'emy
over backward.
Down to the ground went both.
And now Fred M.ason fought as savagely as if for his
very life.
But Dick, being the cooler and braver of the two, held
CHAPTER VI.
in grim determination, resolved that nothing but his
on
.
AT TH E BOTTOM OF THE MUCK-HEAP.
own death should let his captive get away.
At the same time, Gerald defended himself with all the
Each young fireman sped away on his own errand.
Mason was a good runner.
cu~ning that he possessed.
"Want any help?" panted Ted Pond, running up,
He made a _wonderful spurt as soon as he heard flying
1
•
feet behind him.
breathless.
"None, I guess," gritted Dick, as, with a sudden .twist,
But Dick Gerald was one of the best runne~s in Blackton.
he raised himself on top of the bigger fellow and got a
"Don't be in ·such a hurry, Mason I" called the boy, strangle-hold on Mason.
.
•
tauntingly, as he gained on the firebug.
"I'll sit down on his., feet, just for ballast, anyway," proAt the sound of his name the fugitive halted like a posed Ted, coolly, as he suited the action to the word.
flash.
Fred Mason, snared as he was, had. sense enough to know
As he stopped, he dodged to one side, then came up that any further fight was out of the question.
facing his enemy.
"See here, Dick Gerald," he gasped, "you don't mean
"You, bick Gerald!"
.
to p~t me through on this story?"
"I'm afraid I'll have to," replied Dick, soberly.
('It's you, I see, Fred Mason ! First you cut tir hose;
you start a fire!"
then
"But think of my father and mother."
7
flashhoarsely,
Mason,
gasped
fire!"
that
start
"I didn't
"You didn't-it seems."
ing a look at the blazing, crackling wood.
"This would break their hearts."
"The bacl deeds of worthless sons almost &lways do,"
"Unfortunately for you, I saw you do it."
"You lie!"
replied Dick, still more soberly. "But that's no reason
"Coming from you, at this time, that don't amount to for letting crooks get away."
anything," jeered Dick.
Mason thought not only of his parents, but of his social
standing in the town, of his many acquaintances, and of
" What are you going to do?"
May Everard.
"Going to place you under arrest, Mason !"
He felt the cold sweat of despair oozing out on his fore"You've no right to."
"A fireman has a right to• grab a firebug wherever he head.
"See here, boys," he proposed, desperately, as the fire
finds him-and I'm going to!" proposed Dick, very dealarm ceased its clanging, "I've got two hundred dollars,
cidedly.
a gold watch and chain, a diamond pin, two or three rings.
Peal ! It was the first note o·f the town fire-alarm.
They're all yours if you'll let me up this instant, and hold
Mason .started.
" Who turned in that alarm-so soon?" he demanded, your tongues afterward."
'"No go!" retorted Dick, shortly.
hoarsely.
"I can get almost any amount of money to add to. it in
"Another member of the depa.rtment."
.
"What?"
the morning," pleaded Fred, in a, quaking voice.

litile switch-house at a distance of a hundred and fifty
yards.
At this late hour of the night the station was in darkness.
"What on earth is he going to do around here?" quivered watchful Dick. .
There was hardly an instant's delay.
Fred Mason walked around to the rear of the railway
station.
What he was doing there the boys could not make out
in the darkness.
But in a second or two there came the sharp sound of
a match being struck.
Almost instantly flames began leaping up the wooden
wall of the station building.
In that same instant Fred Mason took to his heels.
"The scoundrel, he has thrown oil and lighted it I"
breathed horrified Dick. ''Ted, streak it to the corner
and turn in the alarm ! Fly ! I'll go after that crook and
catch him!"
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"No go!"
" Don "t say that! For heaven's sake let me up!"
·
"Yes ; when the police get here!"
he had
than
terror
abject
more
tin
Fred Mason groaned
before.
ever known in his life
Up in the town he could hear the clanging 0;f bells as the
appara.tus was being drawn swiftly to the fire.
Down here by the station the fl.a.mes lit up everything,
for the railway station now looked like a hopeless blaze.
"Here they come-Neptune One !" throbbed T ed, as tl1e
first apparatus to the s't!ene showed up at the edge of the
circle of light cast by the flames.
Dick felt a thrill of pri de that his cre,\r, even withoui
leaders, should be the first to the scene.
"Neptune One-over h.ere !"he shouted.
With a yell of astonishment the boys, wh o, half about
halted, took on another spurt ancl raced toward their young
foreman.
~'Dick. " burst 011t Matt 'Ri vers, "some scoundrel. cut
our hose."
''I know," said Dick, briefly. " We've got him here. He
'
set this fire, too !"
"What's that ? ;Fred :Mason?"
"He's the jigger!" confirmed T ed, drily.
There were man y, now, to help hold the criminal.
Fred Mason, his face a strange mixture of ashen-white
and sickly green, was allowed to stand on his 'feet, held
by both arm s and .surrounded by wratful-faced boys.
"No need of doing anything over at the sta.tion," shouted
Dick. "You couldn't do a blessed thing without water, nor
much with it. Wait for the chief to give us our orders !"
Volley Two's bell COl].ld be hear d, DOW, as it turned the
corner and raced toward the burning building.
Close behind it was the clanging gong on Chief H avens's
buggy.
/

Then the chief drove swiftly up into the circle of blazing
light.
"Police here !" shouted Dick, as the chief's or ders. ra.ng
,.
out to the crew of Volley Two.
Then Hav~ns drove swiftly over to the idle, excited young
Neptunes.
" What are your fellows doing, Gerald?" .lJawled the
chief.
"Can't do anything with their hose cut, sir," Dick
shouted back. "So we're waiting for your orders. We'll
take pikes or axes, or do anything you want with Volley
Two."
"Hose cut?" gasped Mr. Havens, in amazement.
"'Ye suspect Mason of slashing it in the fire-house,"
Dick explained, hurriedly. "We also caught him here-setr
ting the depot afire."
Chief Havens was too astounded to speak for an i/stant.
But he leaped out of his buggy, coming curiously toward
the little group.
"What's all this outrageous nonsense?" demanded Chief
Havens.
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Dick toid the story in so few and such crisp sentences
that it seemed to take him but a part of a minute.
"Mason!" cried Chief Havens. "It don't seem as if it
could be true !"
"You don't doubt our word, I hope?" queried Dick.
"No, o ! I can' t. But here's Police Chief Gr aney.
This is his business. You and Pond stay here, Gerald, to
explain to Chief Graney. The rest of you N eptunes get
)·our axes and pikes and follow me back to the fire."
.Chi ef Graney came up, and heard in intense astonishment.
" This looks pretty tough, Mason," declared the chief of
poli ce. " As it happens, Gerald and Pond are both kn13wn
to be boys of good character. I can't refuse to take_their
charge. But have you anything to say ?"
Fu11y a score of spectators, who were crowding around
the little party, crancd' their necks to get the answer sooner.
"I'll ha.ve plenty to say, when the right time comes,"
replied Ma..c::on, angrily. " This is a.11 a put-up job."
"Have you an y statement to make of how you catne to
be here ?" insisted Chief Graney.
"Not a word to-night."
"Then I'm sorry, Mason," went on the chief of police,
"but it's my sworn duty to take you into custody now on
a charge of arson."
"You arrest me ?" gasped the young fellow, turning even
paler.
"I've got to."
"But you know where to find me in the morning, Mr.
Graney."
"The law doesn't allow me to operate that way, Mason.
You' re accused of a crime, and I've got to take you al~ng
now."
Two rather roughly dressed young fellows had been hovering uneasily on the edge of the little crowd.
But now one of them pushed his way through, dragging
his companion by the sleeve.
"Hold on there, chief!" shouted the first of this pair.
"What have you got to say ?" demanded Graney, wheeling upon this newcomer, and looking him over closely.
"Barney Glynn's my name," replied the stranger, quickly. "Me friend's name is Hoel Ra.mp-Horace Ramp, that
is."
"This is no time for introduction to people I don't care
about meeting," returned the poli ce chief, impntiently.
"But we've got something to say about this here affair,"
broke in Barney Glynn, decisively.
"Oh, you have ? What have you got to say about it?"
"Me and me friend was right around here, and saw the
whole trick played," affirmed Barney, unblushingly. "That.
young fellow," nodding at Mason, " seemed to be taking a
walk down this way. Then _we saw those two young fellows go up to him. They jumped him, got him down, and
then we heard that one," pointing to Dick, "tell the other
young feller that it was time to bring the crowd. With
that, that young feller," pointing once more to Ted, "he
g'?t up and dusted for the alarm box. On his wa.y back
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sprinkled oil over the wall of the depot. Then the two of
them held this young gentleman,'~ indicating Mason, "until
all you folks came. It was all a put-up job, but nq one
saw us until the crowd got here."
"Is this true?" demanded Graney, turning to Hod Ramp.
Ramp nodded, .adding hoarsely :
"True, every word, so help me!"
"You liars!" gritted Dick, but he failed to take the matter very seriously, as he did not imagine these rough-looki•g fellows would be believed.
Graney wheeled upon Fred Mason, into whose e.rns a new
light of hope had come.
"What have you to say about this, Mason?"
Fred understood, perfectly, that these two young fellows,
who looked .enough like tramps, had recognized him as a
wealthy young man, and that they had hatched up their
"evidence" on the spur of the moment, with the certainty
that they would be paid a handsome reward for th eir false
swearing.
Yet this offered to Mason what appeared to be his only
cha.nee of keeping out of state prison.
.So he leaped quickly enough at the bait.
"These young men, Glynn and Ramp, are telling the
truth, every word of it," declared Fred Mason, lrnskily.
"And it all happened just as they say?" insisted Chi ef
Graney.
"Yes, chief."
"Then why didn't you tell me all thi s bcforr ?" qu estioned the chief of police.
"Because, chief, I ~idn't know there were any witnesses
at hand who would tell the truth. I had made up my mi.ncl,
therefore, not to speak until I had consulted my lawyer. "
But still Chief Graney looked puzzled.
"How did you happen to be out at this time of the night,
Mr. Mason?" demanded the police official.
"Why, chief, I was· troubled with restlessness. · I simply
couldn' t get to sleep to-night. So, finally, I dressed, and
came outdoors, to see if a run in the cool air wouldn' t
help me. I came clown this way, and the first inkling I
had of anything wrong was when these two sham firemen
jumped out and knocked me down. After that things happened so swiftly that it took my s~nses away for awhile."
"And you'll swear to all this?" demanded the chief, insistently.
" Yes, chief."
"And you two ?"~turning to the "witnesses."
"We'll swear to it every clay in the week," proclaimed
Barney Glynn.
" What do you make out of it, chief ?" demanded Mr.
Havens, driving back ..
"Why, chief, there's plenty of testimony that your two
young fire lads did this whole ' trick themselves, ,and tried
to fa sten the job on Mason."
"Surely, 1\fr. Gran ey, you don't believe tha t ?" cri ed Dick,
starting fo rward, his lower jaw droppin g in his sudden consternation. It passed his belief that such testimony could
be ae~epMcl.
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"In the light of the evidence, I'm afraid I'll have to,"
'
replied Chief Graney.
Then the police official dre'Y out a pair of handcuffs.
H e looked meaningly at our hellO.
"Must you do that ?" faltered Dick Gerald. And added,
flashingly : "On the word of a pair of hoboes ?" ·

CHAPTER VII.

"" ow r'u
,

'

READY TO BE LOCKED UP !"

Dick stood th ere, looking the picture of amazed despair.
As for Ted P ond, his face looked whiter than any sheet.
Neither boy felt like doing much talking.
Both fire lads reali zed how completely a.nd cleverly the
tables had been turned on them by a couple of worthless
£el1lws, who were ready to swea; to anything for the sake
of money.
"I'm afraid I've got to put the handcuffs on," replied
Crief Graney. "Arson is a serious crime, you know."
Dick held out his hands.
"I'm ready, then," he sai~ brokenly. "But I am innocent, &nel I. hope to be able to prove it, ~n spite of this
false swearing."
Looking rather sorry over his unwelcome job, Chief
Graney unsnapped his manacles.
But Chief H avens now broke in, energetically :
"Chief, isn't' it a r ather unsual thing to arrest firemen
at a fire? Especially a foreman and his assistant?"
Graney looked -up in surprise.
"Don't yon want these lads arrested, Havens?"
"Why, I'm nl>t anxious about it, at least not until after
the fire."
" 1'11 let them go· until the fire is out, if ~·on'll make
:vonrself responsible, Havens," replied the police chief.
Chi ef H avens thought swiftly. Then he answered :
"Yes, I'll be responsible :for 'em~until the fire's over.'~
Graney dropped the handcuffs back into his pocket.
"Get on your jobs~ boys !" he said, gruffly.
Turning to his own superior, Havens, Dick saluted.
"Thank you, chief. At your orders I"
"Get over there and take charge of your c1ew, then."
As Dick and Ted hurried away, wondering if it were all
some horrible dream, night Policeman Stearns came up.
To that officer Graney turned over the two witnesses,
instructing that they be locked up for the night, to make
sure of their appearance in court in the morn1fg.
But, before they went, Mason thanked both hea.rtily for
their "testimony."
As the young fellow shook hands with these rough-looking liars, he managed to slip a bank-note against the palm
of each.
Glynn and Ramp both understood, perfectly, that this
bank-note was but the first of many that would be paid
t hem.
Over at the fire, the back of the depot was doomed. . So
was most of the roof.
As the ends of the walls nearest to the back, they had

'·
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got going, but now, with pike and axe, N eptunes and Volleys were staying the progress of the flames.
Still, the roof was yet blazing fiercely.
The ticket agent, who had been roused out of his sleep,
snceeded in getting out the ticket rack, some books and
the cash drawer.
The safe could not be moved, but it was believed that
its contents would be secure even if the depot burned down.
Dick, who had just set bis own pikemen and axemen at
work to the best advantage, stepped back with Ted to see
what else could be done.
Chief H avens stopped at their side.
"I'm mighty glad, boys, that there aren't a lot of buildings near," observed the old fire-fighter. " With such a
. wind going, and sparks flying so, it would mean mischief
for us."
"It means mischief enough as it is," replied Dick, sadly.
" You boys are not really guilty?" demanded the chief,
curiously.
"Of course we're not!"
"There, there ! I believe you, by jinks I do!" rejoined
the fire chief. "I wouldn't believe such a charge of either
of you. It sounds queer enough against Mason, but he'd
do it sooner than yon would. I know that we11 ~ough."
"Well, of all the luck!" gasped Dick, suddenly, pointing
up-track.
The bend was just above the depot, and coming around
the bend, at this instant, a rather slow-moving locomotive
headlight appeared.
"The down-freight !" gasped Havens.
" We had forgotten all about that, sir."
" Yes," groaned the fire cl1ief, "and I should have sent
·
a man up to signal it."
• "They can-'t stop now, sir! They'd better crowd on
steam and get by," advised Dick. "If the engineer
stopped, several of his cars wouid be standing. right under
the flam es. He can't stop before he gets here. Too long
·
a train !"
"See here, Gerald, you try to make the engineer understand," directed Chief H avens, hotly. "I'll get up on the
depot roof and do what I can to keep the sparks down."
Dick rnn iust past the platform, reaching there just
before t he freight locomotive di d.
. Out of the cab window leaned the engineer, looking de· '
cidedly bewildered.
"Get right on! Crowd on steam and speed !" bawled
Dick, making a trumpet of his hands. "Get through and
away as fast as you can. It's your best chan ce !"
Shouting this almost under the cab window, our hero
managed to make the engineer 0f the slow-movfng freight
understand.
Great grunts came from the engine, as it roll ei! by.
But the train waR so long that ~pcwl was a hard matter
to in rreaRe in a jifl\ .
'
'
Dic>k stooil there, Teel beside him, watching the train
go by at sli ghtly increased flpeed.

'
Up on the roof of the depot Havens directed the :fire·
fighters.
Dick was watching out to see whether any of the :ijying
sparks did reach an inflammable part of the train.
The train was about half by, when our hero noted a car
the side door of which was partly open.
Two tramps stood peering out of the door at the blazelit scen~wonder and fear in their eyes.
A sudden gust drove a shower of sparks past them, in
through the open door of the car.
Then, as that car rolled past the end of the depot, Dick
and Ted saw the tramps throw the door wide open and
leap to the ground.
After them belched out a cloud of. smoke and sparks.
"Hay!" sniffed Dick. "And, oh, Ted, the tank-cars !"
Just behind the hay-laden car that was afire roll ecl, in
file, three huge tank cars, heavily laden with coal-oil.
"There'll be the deuce to pay, if something isn't. done !"
whispered Dick, in Ted's ear. "Follow m~like a flash ~'J '
Dick made a leap, and got a footing in a side loop o:f
iron that hung under the forward end of the box~car, just
behind the last tank-car.
"Here, none of that!" roared Chief Graney, seeing, as
he thought, his captives trying to escape. "Come back
here!"
But Dick was swinging from the loop around on to the .
narrow brake platform, while Ted, hopping alongside, was
waiting for his turn to mount.
Bang ! Chief Graney's bullet whistled between them.
Then Dick disappeared around on the brake platform,
while Ted, intent only on following his leader, swung up
in pursuit.
Bang ! again. But Ted was neither stopped nor hit.
~ He found Gerald climbing over on to the tank car.
In another twinkling Ted was following his chum and
leader over the line of three tank cars.
It was slippery, dangerous work, but no more dangerous
than much that the fireman has to do .•
At the forward end of the foremost tank-car Dick halted
his quivering friend.
"Ted, stay right here, if your nerve holds out," proposed
Dick. "Watch until the train bumps back. Then let the
coupling fly. As soon as you do that, work the brake for
all you're work. If y<'l u have chance to signal the train
crew behind, get them to work the brakes, t no !"
Sure that hi s friend understoofl, and would act, Dick
himself passed swiftly to the brake platform of the burning
hay-car.
Whatever wns to be ilone m11st be done in al most seconds,
and with the greatest risk of life.
With the strong wind, the motion _of the t rain· and the ·
amount of air thnt there was in the hn~'-ca r, it might be
a solidly blazing- mn>s wi : ~1 i n tlw next sixtv seconds.
Dick fairl~r rneed 11p nrrr f11"t ra.r to the forward enrl,
running the footbonra as i;:•,Yiftly as if it were a city sid~
1

wdk.
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"It's time to get out o.f this," ql,iYered the boy , and
Down to the forward bralrn platform he descended,
stepped anxiously down the ladder.
,
steadying himself between the two cars.
Iron rails and wooden car 'll·nll were red-hot und er his
Almost immediately there came a bump that brought
the two cars closer t ogether.
haJ1ds, so it seemed.
Watching for that moment, ready to act, Dick Gerald
But, at last, Dick fell off the car rather more than he
slipped the coupling.
leaped off.
As he picked himself up, safe, and backed away from
Then up he climbed; st ationing himself at the brake.
the
dense cloud~ of smoke pour.ing from the. doomed car,
He gave it a few tu-rns, slowing up the blazing car, which
Ted
ran up to hi;n.
already began to feel decidedly hot under his feet.
"We've
done it!" growled young Pond.
H e had the satisfaction of seeing the forward portion of
"Yes; I guess we have," uttered Dick, dully, as he stoocl
· .t he train pull oo slightly away from the hay-car.
looking at their work, which represented the saving of a
Then Dick looked backward.
H e saw, with a glow of satisfa ction, that Ted had suc- fr~ight train and its cargo."
"That was great work, boys !" called ChieLGraney, hurceeded in uncoupl:i.ng the tank-car from the hay-car.
But stiil the tank platform ca.me on, perilously close to rying up to them. "But I thought you were trying to get
~way. Sorry I shot at you."
the hay-car.
"Did you shoot at us?" inquired Dick.
"The brake signals are going back,' · throbbed Dick, as
"Yes;
didn't you hear the bullets go past you?"
he watched. "They'll soon getthe tanks and the rest of the
"I
thought
I dicl'r
train to a standstill. "
"And
that
didn't
stop you ?"
Standing there, Dick soon begatl. to realize what a fierce
"Nothing
would
st
op me," Dick an swered, "when I've
. affair a hay fire is.
fight."
got
a
fire
to
Strangling and coughing, and the soles of his feet feelTurning, the boys walked back with the police official.
ing as if they were being roasted, he did not yet dare to
Within
the next quarter of an hour the fire at the depot
desert his post.
was over.
"If I put on the brake now and jumped, I'd leave this
Volley Two had done much more in sav ing th e building
blazing heap for the'tanks to run right into," he reflected.
tha.n they had hoped to do.
"No; I've got to stick it out nntil I see those t anks at a
And, in the meantime, the trainmen had got their situastandstill. Whew! What a blow-out there'd be if the
tion in hand.
tanks came bead-on into this morl!!ter tinder-box !"
They were letting the hay-car .burn out by itself on the
"So Dick ' stuck to bis brake, though he wondered bow
track, while a telegram had been sent for a wrecking train
:µmcb longer be could do it and live in all the heat, and
to clear the hay-car from th e track.
with the flames forcing their way through the roof of the
The recall sounded. .
car.
Taking Ted by the elbow, Dick wheeled and walked over
A bit at a time the tanks, and the heavy line of freights to where Graney stood.
nehind,. seemed to be slowing up under all the resolute
"Now, I'm ready to be locked up, chief," uttered our
braking that was being done along the line.
hero.
Dick's head began t o whirl and reel.
"M:e, too," added. Ted, drily.
His eyes were sm~ting so with all the smoke that poured
"It's a job I'm beginning to hate to cl o," muttered Chief
into them that he could no longer see very distinctly to Graney. "Still, I reckon I've got to do it."
the rear.
"I reckon you have, sir,'r Gerald admitted.
But at last he saw a lantern describe a dozen wide cirMason was no longer in sight.
cles.
At last t hat rascal had had the grace to take himself off
"That's good old Ted, signalling with some body's lan- the scene.
tern," throbbed the half-suffocated young fireman. "Thank
Dick :vid Ted were not handcuffed, now,. nor were they:.
goodness- at last !'l
led away until all the young N c;:itunes bad had time to
Now, he bent over his own brake, turning and twisting shake their hands.
with all his might.
, But a fit of violent coughing interfered.
CH AP TER VIII.
When Dick trfed to put in more strength, the coughing
. · A GIRL'S FRIENDSHI P . /
ca.me on. all the harder.
By nine o'clo.ck the next morning there were many in
"See here, I can't perish at this !" he muttered, fearfully, Blackton who had heard no word of what ha~ happened
and threw all his last remaining strength into the . effort to the leaders of Neptune One.
of whirling the brake.
Promptly at t hat hour the two young prisoners were in
At last, glancing down at the ground, he had the satis- court, after an almost sleepless night, spent on the hard
faction ·of seeing that the blazing hay-car had all but benches of the police station cell.
Dick's parents were there; so were Ted's. All of these
itopped.
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good people were dazed by the news, yet convinced, o
course, of the innocence of their sons.
Mason and his "witnesses" told their lying stories.
Dick and Ted, acting ui.ider the advice of the lawyer
secured by their fathers, merely pleaded not guilty.
"Case held over for a fortnight, to enable the defense to
make it's plans," announced the judge.
But each youngster was held· in five thousand dollars'
bail.
"I'll do my best to get the hail for you, Dick,'' promised
~s sorrowing father. "But I'm afraid I can't."
Ted heard about ~e same report from his father.
Then the. two youngsters were led back to their cell.
It was eleven o'.clock that morning when May Everard
heard the news th:i;ough a chance girl caller.
May pumped her visitor' c1ry of news about the affair,
then excused herself anc1 ran in to tell her mother.
"Then they may not be as nice young men as you thought
them last evening," suggested Mrs. Everard, gently.
"Nonsense, mamma," cried May. "I'm afraid Fred
Mason would just about do such a. thing when angry. I'm
sure it's all a miserable plot."
"Well, wl'! .know nothing about it, and can clu nothing
in the matter," replied her mother, as if that tiJttled it.
"We can't do anything?" May repeated. "Why can't
we at least furnish bail?"
"What-for two entire young strangers, May?" asked
her mother, quickly.
"Since I saw Gerald make that splendid rescue last
night, I hate to think of him as a stranger," May replied,
eagerly. "And then think of that daring work with the
freight-car, while others didn't know what to do, .or dare
to do it."
"But what can you do' now, ~hild ?"
. "I'm still thinking about that matter of bail, mamma,"
persisted the girl, looking doubly charming in her very
honest distress over Dick's misfortune.
"But you haven't any real. estate, with which to go bail,
child," smiled Mrs. Everard.
"But you have, manrma."
:'.Suppose I have, May?"
"Then go their bail, please!"
"Good gracious I For strangers?''
"No, mamma, for a. friend of mine," replied the girJ,
pleadingly.
Mrs. Everard shook her head very decidedly.
But May was the only being she loved on earth. Moreover, May bad a very coaxing way with her mother, and
it usually won.
It did in this instance.
"Oh, very well, child," sighed her mother, almost irritably at last ; "tell Parker to order the carriage at once,
and I'll drive into town and see Mr. Stacey, my lawyer,
about it."
May went on the jump to order the carriage. Then she
swiftly arrayed herself in street costume, and drove into
town with her mother.

~ O.

1.

Shortly before one o'clock Lawyer Stacey, a stout, rather
pompous middle-aged man who always wore bl'a.ck, ap•
peared, in company with the jailer, before the cell door
·
that separated the boys from their freedom.
"Young men, I am glad to be able to announce that you
have been admitted to bail," declared the lawyer, in much
the same tone that he would have read a weather report.
"Then· my father found some one?" queried Dick,
eagerly, as he stepped to the cell door. "Or waB it Ted's
father?"
"Mrs. Everard has gone surety for you both," replied
the lawyer, in the same uninterested tone.
He walked with the delighted boys as far as the door
of the lock-up.
Then to Dick he handed an envelope, saying :
"I was .requested to band you this, Gerald."
Dick took the note in wonder. He opened the envelope.
and read the enclosure:
" Dear Mr. Gerald," the note ran, "of ·course your first
duty is to go to the dear ones at home. As soon as you
can, this afternoon, however, I shall be glad if you · can
rna.ke it convenient to call upon yours sincerely, May"
Everard."
"What is it?" asked Ted, very curiously.
Lawyer Stacey had already stalked away.
"Miss Everard has invited me to call," Pick answered.
"My, but you're playing in luck!"
"Any fellow is in luck if he arouses Miss Everard's il'tterest in him," Dick replied, honestly.
"You're going up to see her?" Ted asked.
"That's a sensible question to ask, isn't it, old fellow?"
· "Pardon me, Dick. Of course it was a fool question.
.
Well, I envy you."
On the street, on his way home, Dick encountered his.
worriecl-Jooking father.
Mr. Gerald had talrnn the day off in what looked like
a hopeless effort of raising bail.
Now, father and son hurried home together, and a family jubilation was held over this unexpceted good luck.
"But we irn:tsln' t be selfish and keep you here, Dick
dea r," urged hi s mother. "Since the Everarcls have been
so wonderfully kind, you must go to any trouble to please
them. I "·ill go up to your room now and lay out your
best things. D1·ess yourself with care, and then go right
up there to thank Miss Rverar<l and her kind mother."
"I guess it's the daughter who is kind, principally,"
thought 1\Ir. Gerald, with a smile. " I don't blame her if
that's the case, either. There isn't a :finer or more manly.
looking fellow in town than Dick. His father was neve1
as good-looking a youngster."
Mr. Gerald waited until he saw Dick coming downstair1t
looking a.t his best.
Then the old man took his son's hand for an instant.
"Don't get your head turned by the young lady's kind.:
ness, my boy/' he counselled. "Don't imagine, just be-
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cause she has asked you to call, thrct you're the prince in
the fairy story."
"I'm not. I know that," admitted Dick, candidly. " But;
Dad. when you see Miss Evera.rc1, you'll be willing to swear
that she's the princess, all right."
Dick set GJff in the highest spirits.
Though the charge of a crime still hung over his head,
it was a great deal to be out of that loa.thsome cell, and
he did not propose to borrow,,troubk ahead.
Miss May received him alone, in a handsome, cosey little music room just off the drawing room.
It was the first time that Dick Gerald had ever been
among such luxurious surroundings.
A less self-possessed boy might have been awkward, espedally with l\Iiss May smiling at him and looking so altogcther charming.

"I-I don't know. My opinion may be changed by what
I learn."
"Then I don't want to say anything, if you please," Dick
begged. .
• He had a horror of intruding himself in what he thought
might be o:nly a. lovers' quarrel.
' Had Mason been present, he would have spoken freely,
perhaps, but it seemed a dastardly thing to run down even
a scoundrel before, his sweetheart, when that scoundrel was
not present to speak for himself.
. "I will put you more at your ease, then, Mr. Gerald/'
went on the girl, looking down at tl~ carpet. "I am no
longer as much interested in Mr. Mason as I am in seeing
you prove that your good name is up to. the standard of
your good deeds."
Dick gasped inwardly, glancing at her with a swift look

"You have been very kind to come so soon," greeted May, of surprise.
"'rell me the whole story, please, just as it happened,"
as she ex.tended her hand.
urged. ·
she
"Kind?" repeated Dick, simply. "Miss Everard, the
you will, at least, do me the favor of asking M&"Then
ktndness has been all on the part of your mother and yourside af it?" asked the boy, awkwardly.
his
for
son
self. How can I ever thank you?"
"I will-in case I am ever interested enough to ca.re to
"There is nothing to thank us for," lVIiss May replied.
know Mr. Mason's version," was the guarded reply.
"Not even that bail?"
Then, though not without much urging, coaxing and
"That cost mamma nothing, for you are not going to
prompting, Dick laid bare his sige of the outrage against
'"'U away, are you?"
him.
The girl looked at him with the greatest friendliness, her
May listened with the closest sympathy.
eyes as laughing as her voice.
"Now, I will tell you something," she said. "I askeci
"Run away?' cried Dick, growing almost confused. "I Mr. Stacey to have one. of his clerks look up those two disshould say not! I trust that I don't know how to run reputable characters who came forward to swear to Mr.
away from a false cha.rge."
;\Jason's innocence. Just before you came the clerk tele"That's the way I like to hear you talk," cried the girl, phoned me. You know, of course, that a lawyer gave bail
as she motioned Dick into a chair.
ihis morning for their appearance as witnesses?"
He stood beside it, however, until she had seated herself.
"I bac1 heard something of it," our hero admitted.
"Mamma will be down in a few moments," she explained.
"They not only have been bailed, but those toughs have
"Now, Mr. Gerald, would you think me too curious if I come out in what is for them gorgeous ne~ raiment. They
asked you, to give me your sille of thiR whole miserable are·wearing, probably, the best clothes that they ever 01WDed
affair?"
in their lives. More than that, they are around town spend"Too curiou s?" 'repeated Dick, simply. "Why, Miss ing a lot of money in drinking, and in buying drink for ·
Everard, I am only too glad to talk it all over with one others whom they meet. What do you make of that?"
who has shown herself so kind as you have been."
"May I ask you what you make of it?" suggested Dick.
Yet, at the very outset, he hesitated.
"Why, it's as plain as the flag-staff on the common," May
He had often heard Fred Mason's name linked with hers. went on earnestly. "Those toughs stepped forward last
"I-I don't know how to start," he began, confusedly. night, figuring it out that ::\fason would pay them well. He
May understood in an instant.
has evidently done so already. They will continue to draw
Dick 'Gerald at once rose ten notches in her opinion money from him. T'he to ighs intend to live as nea.r like
for his unwillingness to attack the man who was reputed lords as they know hOiw to ."
to be her faYored admirer.
"Then you believe my side?" Dick asked, gratitude for.
"I understand,'' 8he said, quickly. "But if you are to this trust surging up in his heart.
"Of course I do," Ma.y replied, eagerly. "Otherwise, do
tell me what happened, you must tell it, no matter whom
you think mamma and I would have interested ourselves in
you have to denounce."
the matter in the first place?"
"I don't want to denounce---"
A servant entered, handing Miss May a card.
"Mr. Mason?" May helped him out.
She glanced at it, her color heightened, ·and she handed
"~ ot to you."
Mason?
Mr.
like
to
back the card, adding:
"Why? Because I am supposed
"Say to Mr. Mason that I am engaged for the afterWell, I did, greatly, until last night, anyway."
11
And now- - ?" Dick hinted in a liu8hed tone.
noon."
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Then, as the servant started to leave the room, she called
him back, saying:
"You may add that I am engaged with Mr. Richard
J
Gerald!"
The servant left th~ room.
An instant later the two young people heard the front
door clos·c with a vicious bang.
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Having gotten past Mason, he hurried along.

,_"It looks as if he were trying to pick another row with

me, to put me in the wrong in other peoples' eyes," quivered Dick, as he hurried along. "I'm not going to drop in- .
to any such trap as that."
But he smiled, grimly, as he thought of his enemy's
threat.
· "Going to drive me out of town, is he?" He hasn't taken
the trouble to measure his man, then! He can't drive me out
CHAPTER IX.
town-unless he succeeds in his dastardly scheme to put
of
TOWN!"
OF
qpT
You
RUN
TO
"r':r.r GOING
me in prison !"
Miss :May touched a bell, and the servant re-entered.
Cheered by his interview with May Everard, the young
''Wilson, you may say to Mr. Mason, at any time that
fireman was f'lmost happy by the time that he reached
he calls, that I am out."
"This is more than a lovers' quarrel,'' murrrnued aston- home.
To his surprise, he found his father, in his shirt-sleevc-r-,
ished Dick.
· He could not understand why Miss May had taken such seated in the kitchen, smoking and with a thoughtful look
'
on his face.
a sudden interest in himself.
''Why, Dad," cried the boy, "I thought you'd go back to
But the reason was a good and sound· one.
May Everard was not impressionable enough to have fa.I- work when you found that I was out mthat cell."
"I did go back to the mill," responded his father.
len in love with the young fireman at jirst sight.
His tone indicated bad news coming.
But she did love heroes. She had an intense admiration
"Why, what happened, then?" breathed Dick, fearfuJly.
for clean-cut, manly young fellows.
"Mr. Hampden sent for me to COiIDe to his office. Told
Dick, being wholly down on his luck, she was just the
sort of girl to long to step in and befriend him, and to see me I wasn't needed any longer. Wouldn't give me any
him occupy the place in the world to which she believed his reasons. Paid me for the rest of the. week-and here I
am."
manliness entitled him.
"Why, this is Fred Mason'J work!" blazed Dick, angrily.
After a little Mrs. Everhard ca.me in.
"I guess it is," nodded Mr. Gerald. "Mason's father
She greeted Dick graciously enough, · anJ treated him
and Mr. Hampden are pretty good friends."
kindly.
•
Dick felt ,dazed.
Yet, despite her kindlin ess, it was plain that ~e was
Yet, as he thought it over, he wondered that Fred Mason
doing this to gratify her daughLer·s latest " whim," as her
hadn't thought, before, of this easy means of spiting his
mother termed it in·her own minu.
)
If Dick had not been arou:nd much in the \vorlcl, he had young enemy.
more good sense than to stay too long, fascinating though I "He said he'd drive m~ out of town," quivered Dick, inwardly. " I wonder if this is his way o.f doing it?"
he found May Everard every moment of the time.
Mr. Gerald looked too worried to care to talk.
expressing
again
after
leave,
his
took
he
y,
So, pr~entl
So Dick excused himself, and hurried outdoors.
th.
bo
them
to
gratitude
his intense
He wanted to be in'the fresh air, to take a long walk and
May, alone, followed him to the door.
"Keep up your gooll heart! You'll ~win!" she whisper.ed, think the whole train of disastrous happenings over.
Hardly realizing where he was gOO.ng, he took the direcroiling clearly and sweetly into his eyes.
tion toward Main Street.
Dick hurried homeward, in a. trance of happiness.
Here he encountered Ted Pond.
Yet he had gone hardly an eighth of a mile on the quiet
"J'm just taking a little stroll for pleasure," cleclarcd
country road, when, at a bend, he came face to face with
Ted, grimly . . "I'm getting some gloomy fun out of ke2pFred Mason.
Our hero would have passed, without a word, but his ing an eye on the very truthful gentlemen who a.re hel1Jing
Mason out."
enemy would not have it.
Ted nodded down the street.
"So?" demanded Mason, sneeringly. "You a.re trying
Yes, there were Barney Glynn and Hod Ramp.
\
to mix in with your betters?"
At first glance, Dick would hardly have known them.
"What do you mean?" Dick asked, bluntly, looking
Their seedy clothing had disappeared. In its place the)'
straight in the other's eyes.
wore what mu st have been the loudest apparel on sale iu
"You know what I mean; :Miss Everard--"
r
Blackton.
"I can't discuss her 1rith you," Dick retorted curtly.
To the clothing they had added a great swagger, at first.
Then he side-stepped, to get around Ma.son and go on
But an afternoon of rather heavy drinking had gradu·
his way.
"You confound e~ young can and booby!" hissed M:aso!l. all y changed the swagger into something very close to a
stagger.
'Tm going io nm ~-ou cut of town !"
"Jl!St 1J ink of any judge or jury taking the word of felDick l:c'.!r1 , but he mad e no ansr»er.
0
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Splash! Dick shot clown head foremost into the churnlows like that!" uttered Ted, disgustedly. "Oh, Dick, just
foaming water.
ing,
instead'
themselves
hang
they'll
and
enough
give 'em rope
of convicting us I"
" CHAPTER X.
"Mason ought to take better care of two such valuable
"MASON WINS!"
young fellows," smiled Dick, savagely.
Splash I
The two young firemen simply could not help following
Ted Pond was hardly a second behind his leader.
the two toughs in whom their own fortunes were so sadly
Both eame up to the surface for an instant to look about.
tangled.
"Get Ramp-he's the lighter!" called Dick, in a low
ApP.arently willing to admit that they had hacl enough
tone.
to drink for the present, Glynn and Ramp, tipsily arm-in•
Above them, at the bank of the raceway, stood an awed
arrn, hacl left the busy part of Main Street behind.
They were now going, unsteadily, over the bare spot that crowd of forty men that was increa ing every second.
"Get a rope !" bawled one of the crowd. '
lay between the business sectio."1 of Blackton ancl Hamp" Get some planks!"
den's llfills, clown by the river.
"Poles !"
"Maybe they like the town so well that they've cleciclecl lo
As usual, there were plenty of people to bellow order:;
settle here," mimicked Teel. "I wonder if they're going
few with the presence of mind to carry them out.
and
down to the mill to ask for jobs?"
dicl any one know just where to find a rope, })lank
Nor
"They're a bit late if they are," Dick replied, glancing at
his watch. " H's pretty near time for the whistle to blow." or pole.
Dick had spotted Barney Glynn just as that worthy
Glynn and Ramp kept straight on, passing through the
up to the surface.
bobbed
mill gateway and into the yard.
! Dick got him, grabbing him by the collar.
Plunge
The boys fotllowed, curiously, as far as the gate.
seconds more the drunken. lout would have
twenty
In
"Deaf ancl dumb people always like to walk on the railfall.
the
over
gone
road tracks," muttered Dick, "and intoxicated men al ways
struggling with all his might, swam stubDick,
Now,
see m to want to ~et close• to deep "rater if there's any
the current:
against
back
bornly
around."
"Leggo me !" roared Barney, sobered somewhat by the
:For Glynn and Ra.mp hacl kept on until they stood be. cold douche of wat er, but fightingly obstinate.
side the raceway.
"Keep cool aRcl I'll get you out of this," panted Dick.
Here the wa ter dashed swiftly and deeply through its
" Ye're iryin' to drown me !" scream eel Barney, in a
channel, rushing on to the fall, o.ver which it fell against
:frenzy of fear.
the great wheel.
"Keep quiet, can't yol1 ?" appealed Dick. "Stop strugThat .big wheel was still churnine: furiou sly, for, though
gling."
it was 11.lmost whistle-blow, there was a night shift that
But Glynn, in his panic, wrapped his arms around Dick.
\torked until midnight. ,
Now our hero was all but helpless, his thrashing legs,
"You can't box! Ye never could!" taunted Barney
however, keeping him at the surface.
Glynn, hoarsely.
Together, locked as they were, they drifted again toward
I'
the.fall.
"The blamed fools !" quivered Ted.
hoarse.
emselves
th
screamed
AboYe, on the bank; ~en
For now the tipsy pair were clumsily boxing right at th e
·
• edge· of the raceway.
" Let go of lhe loafer !" ~·oared one man.
As if Dick cou.lcl do that, wrapped as ho was in that
Then they clinched, toppled, and rolled into the race1
despairing embrace.
irny.
But Dick, white-faced as he realized the almost certain: r
" They're in- they'll drown! " cried Dick, aghai:;t for lhe
of his death by going over the fall, clicl manage to fo · '
moment.
Then, tossing off his jacket, he started on a desperate his right hand.
Clenching his fist, he struck Barney Glynn squarely an !
sprint ) ust as the whistle blew.
forcefully between the eyes..
" Come on, 'l'ed !~' he shouted.
Barney ga.ve up with a gasp, his eyes closing.
Ted was after him like a shot. He .always follo1recl hi:;
Now .Dick, almost at the verge of going over, made anchum-leader.
Both boys poised for the dive at th e edge of the raceway. other gallant fight.
Ted Pond was having better luck.
A score o.r more of mill-hands were ·also racing for th e
Hoel Ramp, scared into a sort of paralyzed condition,
spot.
"Here, here, boys! D'On't clo it!" bellowed a man. was putting up no fight.
Indeed, that hobo seemed to have lost all the use of his
"You'll go down to your deaths!"
"There they are!" quivered Dick, as he espied two fran- body through fright.
For a few dizzy instants Dick and his senseless man hovlico.Jly struggling figures in the water, drifting close to the
close to the brink.
ered
think!"
slccp fall. "Come on, Ted! We can get 'em-I
u

.
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It was, perhaps, the quickest 1rn~r in the world to further the sobering of the hobo.
Certainly it was the best way to get him away from the
dangerous racew11.y.
Barney had come partly to by this time, and lay on the
ground gasping, not an object of much sympathy.
But a score of men were trying to grasp Dick Gerald
by the hand at the sa1ne time.
Others were almost mobbing Ted Pond in order to express their admiration.
"But, see here, Dick," roared one friend of ' our hero's
father, " what sort of judgment have you got? You go to
all this trouble and danger, just to save the lives of the
two rascals who are trying to send you to prison for something that you didn't do?"
"Sure !" chimed in some one else. "That was 11. fool
tri ck! Why didn't you let them dr<>wn, lad? 'Twould have
,,
saved you a heap of trouble."
"I don't quite sec how we could quite dd that," smiled
Dick, shaking his head. "A :fireman's whole training and
instinct as to save life. It would be tough to stand by and
see a dog drown. I couktlt't let a human being go that
way."
" Well, you'll see how much gratitude you'll get for it,"
proposed one man, grimly.
Dick began to shake with the cold of l1is thorough wetting.
"I reckon I've got to get home and get a r ub-down," he
declared. "You, too, Ted."
"I'll run you a ra.ce to warm up," proposed Pond.
Together they sprinted out of the mill yaid, followed
by a volley of cheers for their grit, though most of the onlookers thought that the boys had taken a foolish lot :if
'
risk under the circumstances.
Barney he1trd the cheering as some one helped him to
~it up.
" What's the row?" he asked hoarsely.
"That," growled a man who was standing over him, "is
cheering for the two boys you're trying to swear behind
bars.''
"What did they do?"
"They brought you and your equally worthless friend
out of tha't raceway, where YOIU were drifting to death !"
The story of the nervy rescue spread around Blackton
'like wildfire. ,
But there were many knowing ones, as there always are.
"Grand-i tand play," sneered some one.
"The boys did that, hoping that Glynn and &mp .
wouldn't swear against 'em," said the other equally knowing ones.
As a rule, whenever one is accused of a serious crime, a
large proportion of the people in the community at once
believe him guilty.
Gripping Hod Ramp by his collar and the seat of his
It was so in this instance.
1011d-patternec1 trousers, the mill-hand. gave Ramp a swift,
Fred Mason was prominent and wealthy.
not gentle, run towards the gate.
There were a good many people who would take his word,

All Dick's :fighting would not seem to gain hi m an inch.
H e could still have sa ved himself, now, by letting go of
Glynn.
•
But th at he would never think of doing.
Now that he had undertaken: the task, it must be both
saved, or neither!
Then, with a prayer, and a new, more desperate spurt,
Dick found that he was gaining by inches against the
•
strong tide of the raceway.
Two inen had tied their coat-sleeves together, and had
lowered this sort of a rope to Ted, who, resting more easily
by holding to one of the sleeves, was also supporting Ramp
until th ose above could devise. some way of helping Ramp
out of the water.
And Dick was gaining now, too, but with desperate slowness.
He shuddered to think wh at would happen if he experienced a cramp, or if Barney suddenly revived in that cold,
swirling water.
Dick, too, was at least eight feet out from the high
ban k, from which so many friendly hands stretched helplessly.
He trie<l to swim slantingly, so as to get up-stream ll.nd
·
towards the bank at the same time.
"Here you are ! Try to make it, Gerald!" shouted a
man, kneeling and angling with another rope hastily made
by tying the sleeves of two coats together.
Thirty seconds more of hard, batl:ling fight for life, and
Dick reached one of the sleeves, gripping it despairingly
with his left hand.
But, to his horror, he felt that his strength was fast
\
leaving him I
" Th~r~, of course !" bawled some one above. "The only
man among us w.ho had sense!"
Dick felt a sudden easing in the tugging of the water
around him.
One man had iowered the ftOOd-gate, shutting off the
.escape of the water .over. the fall.
In almost still water, now, Dick managed to fl.oat easily,
still gripping that sleeve with one hand, a.nd Barney
Glynn's coat collar with the other.
Then, presently, some one brought ropes, and the twohalf-drowned wretches were hoisted up out of their peril.
Right after that the rescuers themselves were saved.
"Three cheers for th e pluckiest boys in Blackton l"
roared an excited man. "Give "em with a will now!"
And with a rousing will the cheers were given.
Ramp, only half-sobered, lurched up to his feet.
There he stood, bowing laughably.
" Zhen'l'men ! zhen'l'men !" he protested. " You do me
too much-too-much- honor!"
"Get out, you fipsy loafer !" yelled one of th,e mill·
hands.
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at any time against that of two boys like the fo.reman and
asistant foreman of Neptune One.
Within twenty-four hours Mayor Sharp had begun to
feel strong pressure from people who insisted that he should
disband the crew of boy :firemen.
P eople insisted that they could not think of the possibility of having boys come into their home led by two
officers who had been charged wit~ -the fearful crime of
arson.
"Those boys haven't been convicted yet," .retorted ,the
mayor, bluntly. "Under our laws every one is innocent
until he has 'been prqved guilty."
"Haven't Gerald and Pond been pretty well proven to
be guilty?" demanded the kickers.
"Not by the courts," maintained the may01r.
Then Mason's father, who wa s something of a power in
local affairs, got so1~e of hi s most influential friends t o
wait upon Mayor Sharp and demand · that th e boys be
bounced out of the fire department.
" Not until the courts pass judgment," retorted the fat
little mayor.
He was an inclepenc1ent man an d all this pressure served
to make him more obstinate.
He ordered new hose for Neptune, and had the locks
changed on the door of the fire-house.
More than that, he gave night Policeman Stearns stri ct
orders about watching for prowlers around ~eptune's
home.
But, if the pressure failed in this llirection, it did not in
others.
Dick's father tramped wearily over the town, seeking
first one employer and then another.
But all hall the ~am e message foi· the dischargell man.
They were very sorry. He was a good and reliable man,
and they would like to give him employment, but they
simply hadn' t any position open.
"I'm feeling th e. iniluence of young 1\Iason's father at
every step, I guess," 1\Ir. Gerald reported, mournfully, to
Dick's mother.

" It's over at Grangetown, about :fifty miles away from
here," Mr. Gerald went on.
"Anci we're going to mo:ve over to Grangetown ?" Dick
'
·
asked, very quietly.
"Yes, lad. That's the :first step we have ahead of us now
-to move."
.
"Then Mason wins," observed Dick, with a queer smile. '
"Mason?"
"Fred l\fal'j()n, I mean, Dad."
"How does he win?"
"Why, he bragged that he'd run me out of town, and
now he's going to do it. He and his father spcxiled you,
Dad, from getting work here. Yes ; Mason wins!"
It looked like it!
/

CHAPTER XI.
P ATSEY ON THE JOB

!

"Yes, I guess he wins, then," sighed Mr. Gerald. "Unfortunately, I have to earn a living."
"Of course," nodded Dick.
" Try to get over your disappointment somehow, lad."
"Oh, I haven't seen my last of Blackton," smiled Dick,
sadly.. "I'll have to come back to face my trial, anyway."
All hands sighed at that allusion.
For ~t had become well-known that the heroic rescue-Work in the mill raceway had not in any way changed the
situation.
Barney Glynn and Hod Ramp seemed proof against considerations of gratitl1de.
The3; were still around town, declaring as loudly as ever
that they ha cl witnessed.' the boys' a tempt to fasten th eir
own crim e on Fred Mason.
The pair continued to .have plenty of money to ><pend,
which was proof eno.ugli to Dick that · Fred Mason was
prov ing highly generous -with the rascally pair.
"We won't get ready for the movi\)-g to-day," decided
l\1r. Gerald. "We can take things easy for the rest ~f this
cl ay, and to-morrow morning we can start in with the packing of our things."
To the boy nei lher of the parents said anything about
Dick glan ced at his watch; it was just a.fter half-past
this.
1
three.
"Dick has his own serious troub es," said Mr. Gerald.
" Then, if you don't need me, Dad or MQther, I'm going
"If w<:i let him feel, a11y more than he does, th at my lo::;s out for a little while."
of work came through him, and must continue through · " Run along, lad," agreed Mr. Gerald, / after a glance at
him, the poor lad wauld worry himself sick."
his wife.
·
But Dick, though he said nothing, knew well enough
Dick hilstened_upstairs. _Here he dressed rather rapidly,
how matters were going.
though with as much care as .be could.
Then Dick's fath er was away for two cl ays. •
For he had one plan left in his mind-a plan through
He came back, at the encl of that time, looking decidedly which he thought there might be a bare hope of defeating
'
more cheerful.'Fred Mason's tri ck of driving him from Blackton.
Around him he gathered his wife, little Nell and our hero.
Out in the stre~t our hero's rapi ~l walk soon took him in
"Well, I guess we can look up a bit, famil y," bega1_ Mr. the cl\rection of the handsome Everard mansion, on the
Gerald, smiling over the good n cv~s that he ~1atl to impart. outskirts of the town."I've got a position at lnst, and a fairl y good one it's go"I hope she's home," muttered the boy. "If she isn'.t, '
ing to be, I think."
I'll leave a note sayino- that I'll come again this evening,
DiQJc ~tood waiting in silence for the news.
for tim e is mighty short. She's been so mighty kind t@
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me that she may be willing, if she's able, to help me 0iut
again."
Arrived at the house, h~ hurriedly. ascended the stepa
and .rang the bell.
"Is Miss Everard in?" he asked of the servant who
answered.
"I'll see," was the cautious response.
Dick was shown into the same music room where he had
~a the first interview.
He waited there for five minutes, then I\Iiss lliay, looking more charming than ever, came lightly into the room.
"Oh, it was good o.f you to come this afternoon, hlr.
Gerald," she cried, holding out her hand.
But whether. this was merely the trained society w~y, or
whether she really felt glad, was something that doubtful,
miserable Dick wondered in his own mind.
"Miss May," he begun, slowly, "I've come to ask a little
favor, if it happens to be within yom' power."
"Oh, that is delightful!" she cried.
· But she ma.de him seat himself before she would listen.
As May sat looking at Dick her heart welled up with
pity.
Eai·lier in the afternoon she had had a long talk with
Lawyer Stacey, who had told her that the boys would surely
be convicted of the crime with which they were charged.
Ordinarily such worthies as Glynn and Ramp might not
be taken very seriously by a jury, but they were certain
to be when their testimony backed up that of a young man
of prominence and good reputation like Fred Mason.
"The boys may be innocent, as you declare, Miss Everard, but I can assure you that they are going to be convictecl and sent behind the bars, unless some very different
testimony comes forward in their beha.1£."
May was thinking of that veteran lawyer's honest opinion as she loo.keel at Dick, who was finding such hard work
·
in beginning.
"Come," she rallied, smilingly, "you are not afraicl 0£
me. What is it that you came t0 say, Mr. Oerakl ?"
"It is, rather, the person I have to talk about that
makes it awkward," Dick replied, slowly.
His words were not coming as rapidly as he had 110peJ
that they would.
"Ur. Mason?" challenged May.
"It is partly ab~ut him."
"Speak on, then. It won't hurt me to hear warJs against
-Ur. Mason."
So Dick gather~d courage, and hurried on:
'' Mason made a boast to me, Miss Everard."
.
"A boast? What about?"
"He declared that he would drive nie out of town."
"Well? Are you going to let him do it?"
"It almost looks as if I'd .have to, Miss Everard."
Then, gaining still more courage, Dick plunged into an
account of the trouble his father had had in finding other
employment.
"And now," wound up young Gerald, "of course my
father has his position at Grangetown, but I know that he
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. oesn't want to leave Blackton just now. Neither doea
my mother. It would look to them both as if t~ey were
running away because they didn't want to face people on
account of my trouble."
"And you don't want to leave town, either?" asked May,
sympathetically.
"Of course I don't like the notion of letting Fred Mason
feel that he has driven me oui of town, as he said he
would."
"And so--?"
"Miss Everard, I came to you as the last chance. It
struck me that your mother, being a wealthy woman, might
have acquaintance with. manufacturers nearer Blac~'ton."
"And you want mamma to interest herself in getting
some one around here to offer your father a position?"
"It looks awfully cheeky, I know," murmured Dick,
flushing.
"Not in the least," May a.nswered, readily. "You diJ
right in coming here. You knew that I would be glad to
!!erve you if I could. Thank you for coming. Now, let me
see."
May was thoughtful for some moments, while Dick stared
hard at the carpet.
"I'm going upstairs to see· mamma about it all," announced the girl at last, rising. ' "Don't mind if I'm gone
a little while. I'll be back as soon as I can."
Sh e t.ripped lightly away.
After that, how the time dragged!
Truth to tell, Miss May was gone a rather long time.
B.ut, at last, she ~ame back, and dressed for the carriage.
"I hope you don't feel that I intended to keep you wait· ing so long," she cried, as she. re-entered the room. "But
mamma and I have been having quite a long talk on the
matter."
May did not add that she had had a ·hard time in persuacling Mrs. Everard to . interest herself in the matter
at all.
"Mamma finally thought of Mr. Howe," May rattled on.
'' Mr. Howe who owns the tool steel works?" Dick asked.
" Yes."
" .My fath er applied there, but without success."
"Jt may be different when mamma goes to see Mr.
Howe,'' smil ed Miss May. " You see, it's a stock company,
and rnamrna happens to own quite a little of the stock."
" But surely your mother is not going to trouble herself
to go there?" cried Dick. " Wouldn't a. letter or a tele'
phone message do just as well?"
and
Howe,'
"Mamrpa is going to drive down to see Mr.
now,'' May affirmed, resolutely. "And she is going to do
all in her power. The carriage is at the door, and we shall
sta rt as soon as mamma is downstairs."
"That's so good of you, Miss Everard,'' murmured the
grateful bby. "And when shall I come to see you, to learn
the result?"
"When? Why, you are going with us, of course."
"Drive down there with you in the carriage?" gasped
Dick.
1
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"Of c0iurse."
The driver glanced back at Mrs. Everard. At her nod
"Miss Everard, don't you realize that I'm a.ccused or a he drew the carriage up beside the curb.
yery serious crime?"
"Don't shtir !" begged Patsey, excitedly. "Wait till
"Of which you are innocent," the girl replied, promptly. ye've hear-rd it all!"
"But to be seen in your carriage--"
Then, suddenly, as his glance roved up the street, Patsey
"Would simply inrorm Blackton or the view that Mrs. let out another suppressed whoop.
·
Everard and her daughter ~ake as to your guilt," answered
He had just caught sight of Mayor Sharp, driving down
Miss May, firmly.
the street in a buggy.
"I-I am afraid it wouldn't be right for me to accept
In a twinkling Patsey had stopped the mayor, and wlri..syour kindness to that extent," murmured Dick.
pered excitedly to his honor.
Whatever . the message was, the fat little mayor ap"Then you question our good sense?" challenged Miss
May.
'
peared to he a good deal interested.
Her voice was rather stern, but there was a laugh in her
More than that, he leaped out or the buggy and came
eyes.
along in Patsey's trail.
Almost breathless, from excitement rather than exertion,
She was compelling Dick to go her way, just as she had
done with her fond mother.
Patsey Murphy again raced to the side or the carriage.
" 'Tis. insoide Oi'll invite yez all," he throbbed, impaDick gave a helpless sigh. ·Then, bowing, for he was
standing, he answered :
tiently. "Oh, ' tis :;;iv'ra.l days Oi've been on the job!"
He pointed toward the door or the lodging-house.
. "Miss Everard, I place myself in your hands, then."
"You want us to go in there ?" cried Mrs. Everard, in
"In my hands?" laughed the girl. "You must .imagine
me an athlete!"
'
surprise.
· "Ar ye plaze, ma'am. An', shure, Oi'm thinkin' ye'll be
Dick laughed, too, and then felt easier.
Mrs. Everard ca.me sweeping down the stairs.
glad thot ye did."
"I'm of young Murphy's opinion," nodded the mayor,
In the hallway Dick tried to murmur his thanks, but
lilting
his hat as he gained the side or the carriage. "At
1vj:rs. Everard cut him short with a gracious smile.
"This is all May's affair. She is engineering it, and I least, ladies, if, as I talrn it, you are interested in the aram curious to see how she wi,ll make out."
fairs or young Gerald.''
Dick felt emba.rrassed as the carriage turned into the
husines part or Blackton.
CHAPTER XII.
. Nearly every one who saw the carriage a.nd its occupants
CONCLUSION.
turl!.ed to stare at them.
Miss- May was the first one out of the carriage.
But Miss May held her head high, and seemed unconDick followed her nimbly, though his head was in a
scious of any annoyance as she bowed to her acquaintances.
The carriage was going more slowly as they passed one whirl or wonder.
"Won't you come, madam?" questioned the mayor, poOr the dingier blocks On the street.
'fhen it passed one house which ' Dick knew for a lodg- litely. "It will be quite proper, I assure you. And I shall
be there, as the mayor or the city.''
ing-house or the cheaper class.
Perhaps it was curiosity only that won· May's mother
Suddenly darting out or the door, on tiptoe, came Patsey
to the idea of entering that very shabby lodging
over
Murphy or Neptune One.
house.
Just at that instant he caught Dick's eye.
So she descended, assisted by Dick and the little mayor.
· "Whoop!" he uttered, and turning, ran straight up to
"Hurry, now," called Patsey, impatiently, though he
the side of the carriage.
, "Oh, Dick! Dick!" cried the Irish boy, evidently strug- spOike in a very low voice.
"This is a most extraordinary adventure," murmured
gling with considerable excitement that boiled within.
Mrs. Ev~rard to the mayor.
"Wh1tt is it, Patsey ?" asked Gerald, leaning forward.
But that f,at little official was not at her side.
Patsey thrust one hand up to his lips as he whispered
He was over at the carriage, whisperiny; to the driver:
back, mysteriously :
"I think, my man, you had better come with us, if you
"Whisht ! Oi'm on the job!"
can leave· th~ horses."
,
"What?" eqhoed Dick.
With a respectful nod the driver sprang down from his
Patsey was now walking beside the slowly moving carbox.
riage.
Fot an instant the mayor sca.nned the nearest citizens,
"What on earth does the boy mean?" questioned puzzled
as
if seeking some Otlle whom he could not fincl.
Mrs. Everard.
Then,
with a bound, Mr. Sharp caught up with the party
"I think, mamma, he's trying to make us understand
at the door.
that he has something very important to tell us."
"Shtep as aisy as ye can," cautioned Patsey, leading
" 'Tis shmart ye are, miss!" cried Patsey, in . honest
the party inside. "Walk loike ghosts, av ye can."
admiration.
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l\frs. Everard foUowed the others upstai r;;, treadin g our signatures. H e wouldn't have to know what was in the
softly.
paper. Then we could mail that paper to the district atP atsey l ed t h em so:f.lly down a n ot vCT:y sweet -smelling torney an d skip. 'Ve kno w how t o keep under cover , Mason,

corridor on the second floor.
At the end he scratched softly on a door.
Without a sound the door opened.
Patsey stood there, his fingers on hi s lips as a sign for
extreme stealth.
Large as the crowd was, the lad got th em all into the
room without noise.
'
Then, after "Dinny," who proved to be a large, rawboned and very green-looking young Irishman, had softly
closed the door, Patsey led the way on tiptoe across the
room.
He halted at the wall, beckoning Dick.
Patsey made a sign of peeking through the wall.
Then, in the paper, our hero discovered several of Uie
smallest kind of pin-holes.
Dick looked, and felt a wondering thr<!b.
In the center of that other room was an oil heater,
lighted.
Close to the stove sat Barney Glynn, a liquor bottle in
one hand and a glass in the other.
Hod Ramp, smoking a costly cigar, was softly stepping
back and forth in the room.
Facing them both, a fearful scowl on his face, was Fred
Mason.
"Really," began Mason, as if resuming a conversation,
"I don't. know what to make of you fellows."
"I know what you have made of us," muttered Barney
Glynn, in a low tone. "Liars I Tlw t's what I And nothing but our quick wit kept you from going to prison, where
you're trying to send them poor boys. "
"Don't talk so loudly," warned Mascm.
"Don't be afraid," leered Barney Glynn. " Nobody's
heari.n g us."
.,,.,,
"Here you fellows have been living like lords," went on
Mason, disgustedly. "You've had everything you could
want."
"That's our business, Mason," proposed Barney, stiffly,
while he eyed his victim leeringly.
" But you expect me to pay fo r it !"
"That's your job, Mason," declared Barney, impudently.
"I've given you fellows a th0iusand dollars apiece al.ready," complained Mason.
"Perjury comes high, old man," jeered Barney.
"Suppose I refuse these new demands," hinted Mason,
cunningly. "Suppose I simply say that I'll give you each
anot~er thousand after the trial is all over?"
"We' d run out of good things while waiting," returned
Barney, cooly. "That we "don't propose to do. And you
ask us what we could do about it. Why, we coura peach
about the whole put-up job!"
Mason started, but he answered:
"That would put you behind bars, too."
"Not a· bit of it," jeered Barney. "We could just write
out a confessicm, take it to a notary and get him to take

when we have to.
"Do we get the money?" jeered Barney, after a pause.
"What's the least you'll take?" demanded :Mason. ·
"Just what I told you before----another thou~and apiece.
And the money has to be handed to us the first thing in
the morning. ,If it ain't, Mason, then look out for trouble !"
''Oh, I'll get you the money, boys," sighed Mason, disgustedly.
"And you can leav.e us a twenty apiece for to-night,"
hinted Barney, cooly. "Hod, me boy, it'll seem like being
broke, to have only twenty to spend in a night, won't it?"
"See here," remonstrated Mason, as he thrust a hand
into a tr0iusers pocket and brought out a small roll of bills,
"I wish you fellows wouldn't spend so freely in Blackton.
It's getting me talked about already. Folks are begintiing
to wonder."
"Oh, that's all right," answered Glynn, winking. "You
said you didn't want us leaving town for fear we'd get
lost about the time you needed us. Now, Mason, if you~re
wise, you'll leave us to enjoy ourselves in our own way."
"Here's your two twenties," announced Mason, handing
out the money.
Mrs. Everard, at another part of the -wall, was taking in
the strange scene.
SQ was the little mayor, at still another part of the wall.
But now Mr. Sharp turned around to the coachman, and
to the green Irishman who had been addressed as "Dinny."
Both these men looked powerful enough.
There was a locked door between the two rooms.
Seeing no key there, the little mayor asked the tw0i men,
in dumb show, if they could break the door down.
N adding, both inen moved toward it.
"Make a job of it in one smash!" whispered Mayor
Sharp, as the two men softly placed themselves in position.
At the silent signal the tw0i strong men hurled them-.
selves against the door.
Crash!
It gave in, in an instant.
"Hurray" yelled the little mayor, and hurled himself
through the breach .
In the other room the three plotters seemed paralyze<l
for an instant.
'
Then Mason made a rush for the door out.
'f'here, as he was on the pOtint of darting through into
the hallway, he caught sight of Miss Everard, whitefaced
but smiling.
"May!" cried the young fugitive, hoarsely. "You
sprung this trap ,on me! You, whom I loved, treat me
like this I"
Then, with a mu.filed oath, he raised his right fist,
clenched and sprang at her.
Dick and Patsey both leaped at him, but Dick got there
~t.
.
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Our hero's fist landed crushingly Qn the fellow's neck,
knocking him to the floor.
"NQw, you coward," vibrated ' the boy, passionately,
"you're past pity."
Bendil}g,
Dick seized Ma.5on by the collar, and started
I
dragging him out of the room.
Between them the young firemen hastily dragged the
wretch
out
to the head of the stairs.
.
'·
"Down with the worthless rubbish !" panted Dick.
. Mason coasted, on his back, to the bottom. of the stairs.
There, for an instant, he sat as if dazed.
Then, leaping to his feet, he bounded out of the building.
The two young :firemen ran back ~into the rooms.
"Dinny" and the coachman had effectually collared
Glynn and Ramp, and were holding them.
"I'll send .the police in for these rascals," glowed the
mayor. "But where's Ma~on ?"
'tWe just threw him downstairs," Dick confessed. "He
tried to strike Miss Everard."
"And you let him get 1away ?" asked the mayor, amazed.
"I haven't any heart for arresting any one," Dick admitted. "I've suffered too much through that sort of thing
myself."
· "Oh, well, we'll :Kno1w where to find -him," nodded the
mayor.
Miss May h~d taken possession of Patsey.
"How on earth did you make this lucky discovery?" she
asked of him.
"Fished for it," replied Patsey, unconcernedly.
"What do you mean?"
"'Tis me cousin, Dinny, shtandin' over there," replied
Patsey, nodding at the raw-boned young Irishman. "He';;
just over from th!l ould counthry, an' lookin' for a job. We
was all full at our house, so he had to get lodgin's. 'Twas
just at the toime av the throuble, so Oi · happened t' think
t' git him t' take this room, next to thim blaggards. Whin
they was out Dinny put in his toime malcin' thim little
piµ.holes. Dinny an' me have been watchin'. Mason had
· just come in whin Oi raced out an' got you folks!"
Then Patsey was treated to a surprise that took bis
breath_ away and made him turn redder than tJ;ie British
flag.
For May Everard su'c1denly ·caught him and kissed him.
"Dinny" looked on hopefully, but Miss May swiftly recovered from her enthusiasm.
"I believe, madam," began the· little mayor, to brfdge
over an awkward pause, "you will agree with me that it
was well worth our while to. come up here. Young Gerald
has need of reputable witnesses to back up his story of
anything that happened here."
"I am very well satisfied/' replied Mrs. Everard, for
which May gave her mother a grateful little bug.
"Oi just had t' nail tbot feller Glynn," quivered Patsey, glaring at Barney. '"Tis the Oirish na.Irte he ran
around. wid, but he's no more Oirish than he's a Chinaman."

Glynn and Ra.mp were soon turned over to the police.
Fred Masoo, however, by running straiO'ht to the ruins
of the devot, caught a train and' got away.
.He's in exile now, living abroad, on money sent him by
his broken-hearted old father.
On account of Mason's escape, Glynn · and Ramp were
allowed to get off with only a year apiece behind the bars.
Mason, afterward, in writing his father, declared that
be bad no no.tion of burning the depot down .
What he bad w1mted was simply to ·have the Neptunes
respond with their slashed hose. He had ho.peel that the
public would suspect the boys of having cut the :n.ose themselves.
It was the sudden act of Gl ynn and Ramp which had
forced young Mason into forcin g the arson charge against
the yo.ung officers of Neptune One.
After that exposure in the lodging-house the criminal
charges against Dick and Ted were, of course, promptly
dropped.
The ekler l\fas~n, in shame, promptly secured the reinstatement at the miH of Dick's father.
As for Dick, he secured a position in the selling department of the mill.
H e never had any hope or thought, at the outset, of winning May Everard.
,
Yet, the young people came to be so much together that,
at Jast, they found th emselves necessary to each other.
They were married last Christmas.
Ted Pond is an assistant foreman at the mill, with a
prospect of soon securing a foremanship.
Patsey is second in cpmmand in the shipping department,
with a good show of promotion.
As for " Dinny," as he was a first-class gardener, he has
been· ever since in Mrs. Everard's employ.
But though Dick and Ted are now on the high-road to
success, and though Dick has a wealthy young wife in addition, neither of these young oft-leers of the fire lads' crew
has ever tired of the good old work. •
B0ith still respond to every ala.rm that ca Us out Neptune

One.
THE END.
l

Another thrilling fire story by Robert Lennox. "HOOK,
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treat next week !
' SPEtJIAL NOTICE: All' back numbers of this weekly
are always in' print. If you cannot obtain them from any
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK T0USEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by retunt m&il. ·

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

.
A. Weekly Magazine containing Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.

I

\

These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful account of the exciting adventures of a brave band
of American youths who were always ready and •willing to imperil their li".es for the sake of helping along the
glillant cause . of Independence. Every number will consist of'32 large pages of reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.
t,ATEST ISSUES:
244 The Liberty Boys' Gloomy Time; or, Darkest Before Dawn.
245 The L!berfy Boys on the Neuse River ; or, Campaigning in North
Carolina.
246 The Liberty Boys and Benedict Arnold; or, Hot Work Wltb a
Traitor.
247 The Liberty BQYS Excited; or, Doing Whirlwind Work.
248 The Liberty Boys' Odd Recruit; or, The Boy Wbo Saw Fun In
Everything.
249 The Liberty Boys' Fair Friend; or, The Woman Who Helped.
250 The Liberty Boys "Stumped" ; or, The Biggest Puzzle of All.
251 The Liberty Boys in New York Bay; or, Difficult and Dangerous
Work.

252 The Liberty Bo7s' Own Mark; or, Trouble for the Tories.
253 The Liberty Boys at Newport; or, The Rhode Island Campaign.
254 The Liberty Boys and "Bl11ck J oe"; or, '.l.'be Negro Wbo Helped.

255 The Liberty Boys Hard at Work; or, After the Marauders.
256 Tbe Liberty Boys aI\d the "Shirtmen" ; or, . Helping the Virginia
R!tlemen.
·
257 The Liberty Boys at Fort Nelson ; or, The Elizabeth River Campaign.
258 The Liberty Boys and Captain Betts; or, Trying to Down Tryon.
259 The Liberty Boys at Bemis Heights; or, Helping to Beat Burgoyne.
260 The Liberty Boys and the "Little Rebels" ; or, The Boys Who
Bothered the British.
261 The Liberty Boys at New London; or, The Fort Griswold Massacre .
....262 The Liberty Boys and Thom.iJ Jeft'erson; or, How They Saved the
Governor.
·
263 The Liberty Boys Banished; or, Sent Away by General Howe.
264 The Liberty Boys ~t the State Line ; or, D.esperate Doings on the
Dan River.
265 The Liberty Boys' Terrible Trip ; o_r, On Time In Spite of Everything.
266 The L!berty Boys' Setback ; or, Beset by Redcoats, Redskins, and
Tories.
267 The Liberty Boys and the Swede ; or, The Scandinavian Recruit.
268 The Liberty Boys' "Best Licks" ; or, Working Hard to Win.
269 The Liberty Boys at Rocky Mount ; or, llelp!ng General Sumter.
270 The Liberty Boys and the Regulators ; or, Running the Royal!sts
to Cover.
271 The Liberty Boys after Fenton ; or, The Tory Desperado.
272 The Liberty Boys and Captain Falls ; or, The Battle of Ramsour's Mills.
273 The Liberty Boys at Brier Creek ; or, Chasing the Enemy.
274 The Liberty Boys and the Mysterious Frenchman; or, The Secret
Messenger of King Louis.
275 The Liberty Boys after the "Pine Robbers" ; or, The Monmouth
County Marauders.
,
276 The Liberty Boys and General Pickens; or, Chastising the Cherokees.
277 The Liberty Boys at B!ackstock:s ; or, The Battle of Tyger River.
278 The Liberty Boys and the "Busy Bees" ; or, Lively Work all
Round.

279 The Liberty Boys and Em!ly Gelger ; or, After the Tory Scouts. '
280 'l'he L iberty Boys' 200-Mlle Retreat ; or, Chased from Catawba to
Virginia.
·
281 The L!be rty Boys' Secret Orders; or, The Treason of Lee.
282 The Liberty Boys and the Hidden Avenger ; or, The Masked Man
of Kipp's Bay.
283 The Liberty Boys at Spring Hill; or, After Cluny the Traitor.
284 'l'he Liberty Boys and Rebecca l\Iottes; or, Fighting With Fire
Arrows.
285 The Liberty Boys' Gallant Charge ; or, The Bayonet Fight at
Old Tappan.
286. Thiioi~~~ erty Boys' Daring Raid; or, Efot Times at Verplanck's
0

287 The Liberty Boys and Simon K enton; or, Fighting the British
on the Ohio.
288 Tbe Liberty Boys Beaten ; or, Fighting at "Cork Hill" Fort.

28!1 The Liberty Boys and Major Kelly; or, Tbe Brave Bridge-Cutter.
290 '!'he Liberty Boys' Deadshot Band; or, General Wayne and the
Mutineers.
.
291 The Liberty Boys at Fort Schuyler; or, The Idiot of German
Flats.
'
292 The Liberty Boys Out With Herkimer; or, Fighting the Battle
of Oriskany.
293 The Liberty Boys and Moll Pitcher; or, The Brave Woman Gun. r.cr.
294 The Liberty Bpys' Bold Dash; or, The Skirmish at Peekskill Bay.
295 The Liberty Boys and Rochambeau ; or, Fightti11g "'ith French Allies.
296 The Liberty Boys at Staten Island ; or, Spying Upon the British.
297 The Liberty Boys With Putnam; or, Good Work In t he Nutmeg
State.
298 The Liberty Boys' Revenge; or, Pu nlRhingo the Torirs.
299 The Libert.y Boys at Dnnderberrr ; or, 'l'he Fall of the Highland Forts.
300 The Liberty Boys with Wayne; or, Daring Deeds at Stony Point.
301 The Liberty Boys as Cavalry Scouts; or, The Charge of Waslllngton's Brigade.
302 The Liberty Boys on Island 6; or, The Patriot of the Delaware.
303 The Liberty Boys' Gallant Stai:d; or. Rounding np the Redcoats.
304 The Liberty Boys Outtlanked; or, The Battie of Fort Miffiln.
305 Tl:!e Liberty Boys' Hot Fight; or, Cutti ng Their Way to Freedom.
306 The Liberty Boys' , Night Attack; or, Flghtlng the Johnson
•
Greens.
307 The Liberty Boys and Brave J ane M'Crea; or, After the Spy ot
Hubbardton.
308 The Liberty Boys at Wetzell's Mm; or, Cheated by the British.
309 The Liberty Boys . With Daniel Boone ; or, The Battle of Blue
Licks.
310 The Liberty Boys' Girl Allies; or, The Patriot Sisters of '76.
311 The Liberty Boys' Hot Rally: or, Changing Defeat Into Victory,
312 The Liberty Roys Disappointed : or, Routed by the Redcoats.
313 '£he f, lberty Boys' Narrow Escape ; or, Gettllig out of New York.
314 The Uberty Boys at Sag Harbor; or, The Liveliest Day on Record.
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COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!

Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good 1,>aper, in clear type and neatly bound in ~ attractive, illustrated cover.
of the books are also pro fu sely illustra ted, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple' manner that ari.Y
Aild can thoroughly understand th em. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anything about the subjeda
mentioned.
~ost

THESE BOOKR ARE FOR SALE BY ,ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL P.E SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROl\;1 '!'HIS OFFICE ON H!GCEIP'l' OF PRICE, TEN CENTS E ACH, OR ANY 'l'HREE BOOKS l!"'OR TWENTY-FIVE
QENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN 'l' HE r SAME AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Pub~isher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CA.RDS.-EmMESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO l\lESMERIZE.-Containing t he most ap- bracing all of the lates t and most deceptive card tricks, with ilproved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. - By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.!liseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Containing deceptive Card Tricks a.s performed by leading conjurers
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. ~ully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PA.LMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and ·
a full explanation of their meaning. Also expla ining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and thl?I key for telling character by the 'bumps on the head. By of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A.. C. S. Fully illustrated.
our leading magicians: every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and in- explained by his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explaini ng the most approved methods whi ch are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A..C.S.
authentic explanation' of second sight.
,
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
· No. 21. HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH.-The most complete grandest assortment of magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL 'l'RICKS.-Conta.ining over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
· No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL A.ND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.--Qontaining over
·illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- fifty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. AlliO containing
the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to booting.
No._ 70. HOW '.I.'0 M~KE MAGIC '.FOYS.-COntaining full
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions for makmg Magic 'l'oys and devices of many kinds. By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
oiseases pectI!iar to the horse.
,
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tricks with figures and the ui'agic of numben. By A.
Anderson.
. Fully illustrated.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes
.No. 7.5. HO\!'° TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Contajning
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hat.ii, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
.
rORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.~ontaining a com.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORA.CULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description <;>f the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL.
I
No~ 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This li t tle book
should
know
how
inventions
originated.
This
book
explains
them
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, t ogether with lucky
all, givi ~g examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculurrl," the book of fate.
No. 28. ' HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous· of pneumat ics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BEOOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this li ttle m struct1ons how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one ana be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell :i;ineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together
with a full 'description of e~rything an engineer shouldi know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS~CAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE H AND.Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, f} irections how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, Xyl<>or the secret of palmistry. Also the secr et of telling future events ph.,ne and ot her musical instruments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. BY, A. Anderson. scription of n early every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern t imes. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years balldmaster of fue Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inatrµction for the use of dumb . bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a descript ion of the lantern, together w-ith its history and invention.
Also
full directions for Its use a <l for painting slides. Handsomely
horizontal bars and various other methods of dev.eloping a good,
·
·
·h ealthy muscle; conta~ning over sixty illustrations. E very boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made ea ~y. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrp.tions of guards, blows, and the di1fe rLETTER WRITING;
ent positions of a good boxer. · Every boy should obta in one of
No. 11. HOW 'l'O WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comthese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
'
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containlng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Ma,cdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on al1'.subjects;
.
also
let ters of introduction, notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LET'rERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Conta.ining full instruction for
fenc_ing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery.' Containing full directions for writing to _gentlemen on all subjects;
Described wi th twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you bow to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH .CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wi sh to write to. Every, young man and every young ·
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand appli cable lady in t he land should have this book.
to. card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Consleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;
c>ecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustraterl.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.

THE STAGE.

No. 41. THEJ BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famou~ end. men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEJW YORK STUMP SPEAKERContai~ing a varied asso,r~ent of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and a+nateur shows.
·
. No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOl{}jJ B<?OK.:--Somethin~ new a?d very .instructive. Every
boy . should ob tam this ~ook, as 1t con tams full mstructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. l\IULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbis is one of the most original
joke ~ooks ever publishe~, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contarns a large collect10n of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence l\Iuldoonb the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
the day. Every b y who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No •. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTpR.-Containing complete mstruct1ons bow to make up for var10us characters on the
stage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager Prompter
Scenic Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
No. 80. GUS WII,LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages ; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

-

No: 31. HQW T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing foUI" '
teen 11lustrat1ons, g1vmg the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems froa
a.II the popular authors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mOlt
simple and concis3 manner possible.
e
No. 49..HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting II•
bates, outlmes for debater, questions for discussion and the bed
sources for procuring infor mation on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

.

No. 3.. H;OW TO J!L~RT.-'.rhe arts and wiles of flirtation iart
fully expl~med by this ilttle book. Besides the various methods of
ba.Lclkerch1ef,. fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con•
~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which 19
m.terest1ng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be hiippJ.
without one.
'
. ~o. 4. H.OW .TO DANqE is the title of a new and handsome
l~ttie .book JUSt issued by E rank Tousey. It contains full instructions m the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
'
N.o. ~· HOW T<;> MA~~ LOVI)l.-A ~mplete guide to lovt,
courtship and ma1.Tiage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen·
erally known.
No. 17. HOW •.ro DRESS.-Containing full instruction In tilt
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving · the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up
J!lo. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One o.f the
HOUSEKEEPING.
~~rightest anq most valuable· little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybod,~ . w1shes to. kn?W how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. Ihe secret 1s simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become b.eau.tiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW 'l'O COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated inl
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and trainiug of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of re'cipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive bo_ok. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including ·hinte
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, . weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' .Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
I
.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.~A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountins
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro ~gnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGlii PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeplnr,
lustrations.
~aming, .breeding, an.d managing all kinds of p~ts; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstruct1.ons for m!lkm~ cages, etc. Fully explamed by twenty-eiglit
taining fn II Jirections for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat10ns, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated. ·
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and In·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics; chemistry, and di·
ENTERTAINMENT.
rectrons for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thl9
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harr:v book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent. boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy , ice-crealll.,,syrup~essences. etcu etc• .
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 8-!. ·HOW TO BECOME A1y AUTHOR.-Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book <'Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscrint, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, -comic r ecitations, etc., suitable -.H iland.
.
for parlor or drawing·room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR-A WOD•
money than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to evel'J
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
·
.
backgammon, croq uet. dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
.N?. 55. HOW. TO cqLLECT !?TAMPS• ANp COINS.-Con·
the leading conundru·m s of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches tammg valuable mformat10n regardmg the collectmg and arrangini
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW '.rO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW 'l'O PLAY (li\RDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving t)le rules and 1'~ '\rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which h~ lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty·Five, H~- · ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adyentures
Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrUJllS, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work ·it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and 'o ther
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W,
Abney.
/
.
•
·
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME. A WEST POI~T MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR; BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
CADET.-Containing
full
explanations
how
to
gain
admittance,
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
all abo\lt. There's happiness i~ it.
No. 33. HOW 'l'O BEHAVE.-Containing th e rules and etiquette Guard, Police R~ulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good socilltY and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Ca~t. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens;author
pearing to gdod advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete In·
in the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to 'the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction,, description
No. 27. HOW TO REC~TE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historie!1'1 sk!!tch. and everything a boJ
-Containing the most popplar selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com•ialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writtm by I.ti Si>narens, author of "How to Become 8
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH, OR. 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY9 Publisher! 24 Union Square, New York.

Fame· and Fortune Weekly
·srORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of ·Reading Matter

•• ••

\

Handsotne Colored Covers

A new 'one issued every Friday

Price 5 cents a copy

=

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of lour most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this sei:-les
contains a good moral tone which makes " Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each number
ts replete . with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists, and
•.v ery effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
ALREADY PU1lLIS.HED.
... A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Lu ck ; or, The boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn ; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game of Chance; or; The Boy Who Won Out.
15 .Hard to Beat ; or, The CJeverast Boy In Wall Street.
6 Bulldlng a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor In Green River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; <ir, The Reco rd of a Self-~lade Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or The- Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough ; or, A Brave Boy's Start In Life.
18 Baiting the Bears; or, '.!.'he Nerviest Boy In Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick ; or, The Boy Who Cou ld Not be Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck ; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing ; or, The Boy Who Ma de a Fortune.
17 King of t he Market; or, The Young Trader In Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit ; or, One Boy In a Thousand . .
19 A Rise In Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money ; or, A Bright Boy In Wall Street.
21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There ; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through ; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, The Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 'l'he Way to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil ; or. 'l'he Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk ; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, '.!.' he Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme ; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of ·cocos Island.
1 a2 Adrift on the World ; or, Working His Way to Fortune.

33 Playing to Win ; or, The tl'oxiest Boy in Wall Street .
[ 34 Ta tters ; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy In the World.
36 Won by P lu ck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.
3< Beatin~ the Brokers; or, The Iloy Who "Couldn't be Done."
38 11 Rollmg Stone ; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 ~eve r Say Di e ; o~. The You ng Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning H is Way to the Top.
41 Boss or t he :viar ket.; or, The Greatest Boy ln Wall Street.
42 Th<' Chance of His Life; or, Tile Young l'ilot of Crystal Lake.
43 Striv ing for Fortune; or, From Bell-Boy to Mlllionalre.
44 Out !or Busines- ; or, The Smartest Roy in Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune; or, Striking It Rich In Wall Street.
46 Through Th ick and Thin; or, The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working His Way Up.
·
48 Always on Deck; or, The Bo;y: Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint of Money; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame.; or... From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the Square; or, The ;:success of an Honest Boy.
52 After. a Forrnne ; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the Weit.
53 Winn ing the Dollars; or, The Young Wonder of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark ; or, The Boy Who Became President.
55 H eir t o a Million ; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in t he Andes : or, The Treasure of the Burled City.
5 7 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy in ·wan Street.
·
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Ta king Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; 01· . The Career of a · Fortun ate Boy.
60 Chasin g P ointers; 0 1·, '!'he Lucki est Boy in Wall Street.
61 Rising int.he World; or, From Factory Boy to Manager.
62 F'rom Dnrk to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
63 Out for Himself; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
6 !l Diamond Cut Dia mond ; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Streeb.

\

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamp1, b:V

l'ltABK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF . YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they "can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out au• ftll
in the following Order Blailk and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by re'lurn mail.
-.:
p ·o sTAGE STAMPS TAU.EN 'l'HE SAMN AS MONEY•
:

.................. ................................................................................. .
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.• ••. copies of WORK .AND WIN, Nos .....................................•..................•.••.••.••
•• • • •
"
M WIDE .Aw AKE WEEKLY, NOS .............. .. .. . ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • •.••
,... • • "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, N8s ............................ .__......................•...••••
,. • • • "
" THE LIBERTY1BOYS OF '76, Nos .......... ... ..... .... ............... . ................ .
" " PLUCK .AND LUCK, Nos........................................................•.•••••
" u SECRET SERVICE' Nos............. : ............ · ·· .. ···················· ... · .. .. ···· ••
" " FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ...................................................
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · · · ....•.•.••••••.
Name ..... , , .............•..... Street and No. . . . • • • - ........... Town ........•. State .. • ••.•••••••••••-.,,

....

.

EEK
A C O M PLETE S!'ORY E VERY
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
Price 5 Cents
or HANDSOME

ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EV

Y FRIDAY .._

Interesting ·Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World

"'

.-TAKE NOTICE!,_
This handsome weekly contains intensely
interesting stories of adventure on a great
variety of subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situations and lively
incidents. The heroes are bright, manly
fellows, who overcome all obstacles by
sheer force of brains and grit and win
well-merited success. We have secured a

II

staff of new a uthors, who write these
stories in a manner which will be a so urce
of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each
number has a handsome colored illustration made by the most expert artists.
Large sums of money are being spent to
make this one of the best weeklies ever
published.

ALREADY PUBLISHED:
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed Lever.
By l!:dward N. li'ox.
2 Off tbe Ticker; or, l<'ate at a Moment's Notice. By •rom Dawson.
3 l<'rom Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danford's West Point Nerve. J.;y
Lieut. J . J . Barry.
4 'l'he Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum In Honduras. By
Fred Warburton.
5 Wri tten in Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. By Pror.

TheO~~~Go~~e~~ys;

6
7
8
9
10
11

or, Downing a Tough Name. By A. Howard
De Wi tt.
Kicked off the Earth; or, 'l'ed Trim's Ha1:d Luck Cure. By Rob
Roy.
Doing it Qu ick; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawth orn , U. S. N.
In the ' l•' risco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag's Day of Terror. By
Prnf. Oliver Owens. .
We, ·s & Co. ; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By E dward N. Fox.
Cut Out for an Officer; or, Corporal Ted In the Philippines. By

1~d;1utio;· i'tic~~r~f.;

'l'he Boy 1'1·ho Turned Boss. By Fred War12 A
burton.
1 3 'Tbe Great Gau l "Beat" ; or, Pb ii Winston's Start In Reporting.
By A. noward De Witt.
1 4 Out for Gol d; or, Tbe Boy Who Knew the Difference. By Tom
Dawson.
k
1 5 Tbe Boy Wbo Balked; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. B F
ran
Y
Irving.
16 Slicker than Silk; or. The Smoothest Boy Alive. By Rob Roy .
17 '£beT~';.gD~w~~~1~onds; or, After the Treasure of tbe Caliphs. Ry
18 Sandow, Junl o1· ; or, Tbe Boy Wbo Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen~.

19 Won by Bluff; or, Jack Mason's Marble Face.

20 On the Lobster Shift; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By A.
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy In Corsica. By
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
23 In FW~;gi!i'.r~:.dise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred
Boy in a Million; or, '.l.'be Trick That Paid. By Edward N.
24 OneFoot.

25 In ~fl~:r ~w~~~seif; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
26 Kicked in to Lu ck; o r, The " ·ay Nate Got '£here. By Rob Roy.
27 Th e l'rin ce of Opals; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A.
Howard De Witt.
28 L iving in His Hat; or, 'l.'he Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Fox.
29 Ail for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time in Mexico. By Lieut. J. J.
Barry.
30 The Easiest Ever; or. How Tom Fi!ied a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
31 In i~~s~~~tan's Eye; or, Beating the Po.r te's Game. By Tom
32 The Crater of Gold; or, Dick Hope's Find in the Philippines. By
Fred Warburton.
313 At the Top of the Heap; or, Daring to Call His Soul His Own. By Rob
Roy.
34 A Lemon for His; or. Nat's Corner in Gold Bricks. By F-dward N. Fox
35 By t he Milrn.do's Order; or, Ted 'l'errill's "Win Out" in Japan. By Lieut:
J. J. Barry.
36 His:b1'.:'~u.us Dennis ; or, The Luck of a Green Irish Boy. By A . Howard
37 ~olnnteer Fred; or, From Fireman to Chief. By Robert Lennox.
38 ~ep£::~~ ~~· 1: or, 'l.'he Volunteer Fire Boys of Blackton. By Robert

0

By Frank Irving.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents p er copy, in money or postage stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New Y ork.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our libra ries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the follcwing Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by rePOSTAGE S'l'AMPS 'l'AKEN '.l'HE SAME AS MONEY •
turn mail.
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DEAR Sm-- Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos . ... .... ... .. .. . .....••.....•....•.••••..• ., •••
" WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos ..... . .. .....................................•.....•. , •• ,
"
" WORK AND WIN, Nos . . .... . .. ....... . . ...... . ..... ... .. . ... ....... . .............••••
"
" WILD WEST WEEKLY. Nos . ... ....... .. ... ... .......... . . .. ... ... .... . ... ...........•
"
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .................................................... .......... ..
"
" " SECRET SERVICE, NOS.............................•... . .... . .•.... . .•.••••••••••••••••
'( THE LIBERTY ROYS OF '7G. Nos ... ...................... ... .... .. ...... .. ..... . .. .. ..
"
" Ten-.Cent Hand Rook~. Nos . . .. ·.............. . . ... .............. . . . ....•••• • .....•.••• ,.••
"
Name .................. . ...... . Street and No, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Town ........ .. State .... . ...... • . • • ••

